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PREFACE
These notes are a considerably revised and expanded version of lectures given
at the Fields Institute workshop on “Nonlinear Dispersive Partial Differential Equa-
tions and Inverse Scattering” in August 2017. These lectures, together with lec-
tures of Walter Craig, Patrick Gerard, Peter Miller, and Jean-Claude Saut, consti-
tuted a week-long introduction to recent developments in inverse scattering and
dispersive PDE intended for students and postdoctoral researchers working in
these two areas.
Date: May 8, 2019.
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2 PETER A. PERRY
The goal of my lectures was to give a complete and mathematically rigorous
exposition of the inverse scatteringmethod for two dispersive equations: the defo-
cussing cubic nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation (NLS) in one space dimension, and
the defocussing Davey-Stewartson II (DS II) equation in two space dimensions.
Each is arguably the simplest example in its class since neither admits solitons;
moreover, the long-time behavior of solutions to each equation has been rigorously
deduced from inverse scattering [17, 36, 38]. Inverse scattering for the defocussing
NLS provides an introduction to the Riemann-Hilbert method further discussed
in the contribution of Dieng, McLaughlin and Miller in this volume [19]. Inverse
scattering for the defocussing Davey-Stewartson II equation provides an introduc-
tion to the B-methods used extensively in two-dimensional inverse scattering (see,
for example, the surveys [10, 23, 27], the monograph [1], and references therein).
In Lecture 1, I give an overview of the inverse scattering method for these two
equations, focusing on the formal (i.e., algebraic) aspects of the theory. I moti-
vate the solution formulas given by inverse scattering, seen as a composition of
nonlinear maps and a linear time-evolution of scattering data.
In Lecture 2, I analyze inverse scattering for the defocussing cubic NLS in one
dimension in depth, based on the seminal paper of Deift and Zhou [17]. We study
the direct map via Volterra integral equations for the Jost solutions for the operator
(1.6), and the inversemap via the Riemann-Hilbert Problem 1.3 using the approach
of Beals and Coifman [7].
In Lecture 3, I discuss the inverse scatteringmethod for the Davey-Stewartson II
equation in depth. This lecture has been completely rewritten in light of the recent
work of Nachman, Regev, and Tataru [36] which introduced a number of new
ideas and techniques from harmonic analysis and pseudodifferential operators to
the study of scattering maps. Using these techniques, the authors proved that the
defocussing DS II equation is globally well-posed in L2pRq and that all solutions
scatter to solutions of the associated linear problem. Their results significantly
improve earlier work of mine [38], which proved global well-posedness of the
defocussing DS II equation in the weighted Sobolev space H1,1pRq and obtained
large-time (dispersive) asymptotics of solutions in L8-norm. In the revised lecture
3, I give a pedagogical proof of the results in [38] using some of the ideas of [36] to
streamline proofs significantly.
At the end of each lecture, I’ve added exercises which supplement the text and
develop key ideas.
I hope that these lectures will appeal to a wide audience interested in recent
progress in this rapidly developing field.
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
I am grateful to the University of Kentucky for sabbatical support during part
of the time these lectures were prepared, and to Adrian Nachman and Idan Regev
for many helpful discussions about their work. I thank the participants in a Fall
2017 working seminar on [36]–Russell Brown, Joel Klipfel, George Lytle, and Mi-
hai Tohaneanu–for helping me understand this paper in greater depth. I have
benefited from conversations with Deniz Bilman about Lax representations and
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Riemann-Hilbert problems. I have also benefited from course notes for Percy De-
ift’s 2008 course at the Courant Institute on the defocussing NLS equation,1 his
2015 course there on integrable systems,2 and Peter Miller’s Winter 2018 course
at the University of Michigan on integrable systems and Riemann-Hilbert prob-
lems.3 For supplementary material, I have drawn on several excellent sources
for material on dispersive equations, Riemann-Hilbert problems, and B-problems,
namely the monograph of Astala, Iwaniec, and Martin [5], the textbook of Ponce
and Linares [34], and the monograph of Trogdon and Olver [43].
1I am grateful to Percy Deift for kindly sharing his handwritten notes for this course.
2Handwritten notes may be found at https://www.math.nyu.edu/faculty/deift/RHP/
3Please see the course website http://www.math.lsa.umich.edu/˜millerpd/CurrentCourses/651_Winter18.html.
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NOTATION INDEX
adσ3 Operator A ÞÑ rσ3, As on 2ˆ 2matrices
ekpzq Unimodular phase function (see (1.21), page 11) where k, z P C
eit∆ Solution operator for linear Schro¨dinger equation (1.1)
m1, m2 Solutions to (3.35a)–(3.35b) obeying the asymptotic condition (3.34)
npx, zq Null vector for a Riemann-Hilbert problem (see Proposition 2.12)
p˚ Sobolev conjugate exponent p2´ pq{2p
qinv Solution of DS II by inverse scattering (see (3.5), page 43)
qlin Solution of linearized DS II equation (see (3.22), page 48)
r “Right” reflection coefficient for NLS rpλq “ ´bpλq{apλq (see (2.29), page
27)
r˘ “Left” reflection coefficient for NLS r˘pλq “ ´bpλq{apλq (see (2.25), page 25)
s Scattering transform s “ Sq for DSII equation (see (3.43), page 53)
BpY q The Banach algebra of bounded operators on a Banach space Y
C˘ Cauchy projectors for L2pRq (see (2.36), page 29)
Cw Beals-Coifman integral operator (see (2.38), page 30) with weights w “
pw`, w´q
F Fourier transform (1.28) (lectures 1 and 2)
Fa Antilinear Fourier transform (see (3.44), page 53)
H1pRq Sobolev space (see (2.2), page 16)
H1,1pRq Weighted Sobolev space (see (1.16), page 9)
H
1,1
1 pRq Open subset of H1,1pRq consisting of those r P H1,1pRqwith }r}8 ă 1.
H1,1pR2q Weighted Sobolev space (see (1.27), page 13)
I The 2ˆ 2 identity matrix
I Inverse scattering map for NLS (see RHP 1.1 and (1.12))
L Linear operator for NLS spectral problem (see (1.6), page 7) or DS II spec-
tral problem (see (1.18), page 11)
M Normalized solution Mpx, zq “ ψpx, zqe´ixzσ3 (see (1.11), page 8)
M˘ Normalized Jost solution defined by Ψ˘ “ M˘e´ixλσ3
Mℓ, Mr Left and right Beals-Coifman solutions (see Theorems 2.9 and 2.8)
M˘ Boundary values of a Beals-Coifman solution
Mf Hardy-Littlewood maximal function of f P LppRnq
N Normalized Jost solution (see (2.5), page 17)
Q Potential matrix in L (see (1.6), page 7) (NLS) or ((1.18), page 11) (DS II)
Q1,Q2 Matrices in Lax representation for NLS (see (1.5), page 7)
R Direct scattering map for NLS (see (1.10), page 8)
S pRq,S pR2q Schwartz class of C8 functions of rapid decrease on R, R2
S1pRq Functions r P S pRqwith }r}8 ă 1
S Model compact operator (see (3.12), page 45)
S Scattering map for DS II equation (see (1.22), page 11)
S Beurling transform (see (3.19), page 48)
S Conjugate Beurling transform (see (3.20), page 48)
T pλq Transition matrix (see (1.9), page 7)
V ptq Solution operator for linearized DS II equation (3.22)
Vℓ,Vr Jump matrices for Riemann-Hilbert problems satisfied by left and right
Beals-Coifman solutions (see respectively (2.30) and (2.26))
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θ Phase function for the RHP that solves NLS (see (1.15), page 9)
ϕ Phase function for the B-problem that solves DS II (see (3.41), page 52)
Ψ˘ Jost solutions to Lψ “ λψ (see (1.7), page 7)
ψ Generic solution to Lψ “ zψ
µ Solution to Beals-Coifman integral equation (see (2.37), page 29)
µ7 µ´ I
σ1, σ2, σ3 Pauli matrices
ˆ
0 1
1 0
˙
,
ˆ
0 ´i
i 0
˙
,
ˆ
1 0
0 ´1
˙
Bz´1 Solid Cauchy transform (see (3.7), page 44)
B´1z Conjugate solid Cauchy transform (see (3.8), page 44)
BCpL2q The linear space of pairs ph`, h´qwith h˘ “ C˘h for some h P L2pRq
Bz, Bz Wirtinger (z and z) derivatives (see (3.2), page 43)
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1. INTRODUCTION TO INVERSE SCATTERING
Among dispersive PDE’s that describe wave propagation are the completely in-
tegrable PDE’s. These equations–which include the Korteweg-de Vries and cubic
NLS equations in one space dimension, and the Davey-Stewartson andKadomtsev-
Petviashvilli equation in two space dimensions–are equivalent to simple linear
flows by conjugation with an invertible, nonlinear map adapted to the PDE and
very strongly dependent on its special structure. This nonlinear map is called
a scattering transform and serves the same function for these equations that the
Fourier transform does for the linear Schro¨dinger equation.
To understand what this means, let’s consider the Cauchy problem for linear
Schro¨dinger equation in one dimension.
(1.1)
$&% i
Bq
Bt `
B2q
Bx2 “ 0,
qpx, 0q “ q0pxq.
assuming for simplicity that q0 P S pRq. The Fourier transform
pFqq pξq “ pqpξq “ ż e´ixξfpxq dx
reduces the Cauchy problem (1.1) to the trivial flow
i
B
Btpqpξ, tq “ |ξ|2pqpξ, tq
leading to the solution formula
(1.2) qpx, tq “ 1
2pi
ż
R
eitθ pq0pξq dξ, θ0pξ;x, tq “ ξx{t´ ξ2.
We can also write the solution as qptq “ eit∆q0 where eit∆ is the solution operator
(1.3)
`
eit∆f
˘ pxq “ F´1 ´e´itp ¨ q2 pFfq¯ pxq.
Since the phase function θ0 in (1.2) has a single, nondegenerate critical point at
ξ0 “ x{2t, the solution has large-time asymptotics
qpx, tq „ 1?
4piit
eix
2{p4tq pq0 ´ x
2t
¯
`O
´
t´3{4
¯
.
The map F is linear, has a well-behaved and explicit inverse, and yields a well-
behaved solution formula that extends to initial data in Sobolev spaces. The repre-
sentation formula, combined with stationary phase methods, leads to a complete
description of long-time asymptotic behavior.
Similar results may be obtained for integrable systems provided that the scat-
tering transforms are well-controlled and have well-behaved inverses. In these
lectures we will discuss two examples in depth: the defocussing, cubic nonlinear
Schro¨dinger equation in one space dimension, and the defocussing Davey-Stew-
artson II equation in two space dimensions. Neither of these equations admits
solitons, so that the dynamics are purely dispersive.
In each case, the scattering transform is the “next best thing to linear”: it is a
diffeomorphism when restricted to appropriate function spaces (and, in each case,
its Fre´che´t derivative at zero is a Fourier-like transform–see Remarks 2.4 and 2.14
for the NLS scattering maps, and see (3.44) and the accompanying discussion for
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the DS II scattering map). It also has global Fourier-like properties which facilitate
the analysis of large-time asymptotics of the solution.
1.1. The Defocussing Cubic Nonlinear Schro¨dinger Equation. Zakharov and
Shabat [46] showed that the Cauchy problem for the cubic nonlinear Schro¨dinger
equation
(1.4)
$&% i
Bq
Bt `
B2q
Bx2 ´ 2|q|
2q “ 0
qpx, 0q “ q0pxq
is integrable by inverse scattering. To describe the direct and inverse scattering
maps, we will follow the conventions of [19]. These conventions differ slightly but
inessentially from those of Deift [16] and Deift-Zhou [17].4
Equation (1.4) is the consistency condition for the overdetermined system
(1.5)
#
Ψx “ ´iλσ3Ψ`Q1Ψ,
Ψt “
`´2iλ2σ3 ` 2λQ1 `Q2˘Ψ
where
Q1 “
˜
0 q
q 0
¸
, Q2 “
˜´i|q|2 iqx
´iqx i|q|2
¸
and Ψ is an unknown 2 ˆ 2 matrix-valued function of px, tq. Note that the first of
equations (1.4) is an eigenvalue problem for the self-adjoint operator
(1.6) L :“ iσ3 d
dx
`Qpxq, σ3 :“
ˆ
1 0
0 ´1
˙
, Qpxq “
ˆ
0 ´iqpxq
iqpxq 0
˙
acting on L2pR,M2pCqq, the square-integrable, 2 ˆ 2-matrix valued functions (see
Exercise 1.7). This equation is sometimes called the ZS-AKNS equation after the
fundamental papers of Ablowitz, Kaup, Newell, and Segur [2] and Zakharaov-
Shabat [46]. Note that, if q “ 0, the operator L has continuous spectrum on the
real line and bounded, matrix-valued eigenfunctions Ψ0px, λq “ e´iλxσ3 .
The scattering transform of q P L1pRq is defined as follows. There exist unique
2ˆ 2matrix-valued solutions Ψ˘px, λq of Lψ “ λψ with
(1.7) lim
xÑ˘8
Ψ˘px, λqeixλσ3 “ I,
where I denotes the identity matrix. Matrix-valued solutions of Lψ “ λψ have
the properties that (i) detψpxq is independent of x and (ii) any two nonsingular
solutions ψ1 and ψ2 are related by ψ1 “ ψ2A for a constant matrix A (see Exercises
2.10 and 2.11). For this reason, there is a matrix T pλqwith
(1.8) Ψ`px, λq “ Ψ´px, λqT pλq.
Clearly detT pλq “ 1 and, by a symmetry argument (see Exercises 2.13 and 2.14),
(1.9) T pλq “
ˆ
apλq bpλq
bpλq apλq
˙
, |apλq|2 ´ |bpλq|2 “ 1
4Deift and Zhouwrite the ZS-AKNS equation asψx “ iλσψ`Q1ψwhere σ “ p1{2qσ3 . This results
in various sign changes and changes in factors of 2 throughout. The conventions of [19] also make the
scattering maps linearize to antilinear Fourier-type transforms, whereas those of [17] linearize to the
usual Fourier transform.
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The direct scattering map is the map R : q Ñ r where
(1.10) rpλq “ ´bpλq{apλq.
The direct scattering map linearizes the flow (1.4) in the sense that, if qpx, tq solves
the initial value problem (1.4) with initial data q0 and r0 “ Rpq0q, then
R pqp ¨ , tqq pλq “ e4itλ2r0pλq.
We give a heuristic proof of this law of evolution, based on the Lax representation
(1.5), at the beginning of section 2.4.
The inverse ofR is determined as follows. Denote by ψpx, zq a solution to Lψ “
zψ, written as
d
dx
ψ “ ´izσ3ψ `Q1pxqψ, Q1pxq “
ˆ
0 qpxq
qpxq 0
˙
,
where z P C, and factor ψpx, zq “ Mpx, zqe´ixzσ3 . Then M obeys the differential
equation
(1.11)
d
dx
Mpx, zq “ ´iz adσ3 pMpx, zqq `Q1pxqMpx, zq
where, for a 2ˆ 2 matrix A,
adσ3pAq “ rσ3, As .
One can show that (1.11) admits special solutions, the Beals-Coifman solutions, which
are piecewise analytic in CzR, have distinct boundary values M˘px, λq on R, and
for each z obey the asymptotic conditions
Mpx, zq Ñ I as xÑ `8, Mpx, zq is bounded as xÑ ´8.
The Beals-Coifman solutions are unique and, moreover, qpxq can be recovered
from their asymptotic behavior:
(1.12) qpxq “ lim
zÑ8
2izM12px, zq.
The boundary values satisfy a jump relation
(1.13)
$’’&’’%
M`px, λq “ M´px, λqVpλ;xq,
Vpλ;xq “
˜
1´ |rpλq|2 ´rpλqe´2iλx
rpλqe2iλx 1
¸
.
The asymptotics ofMpx, zq together with the jump relation (1.13) define a Riemann-
Hilbert problem forMpx, zq, which we write asMpz;xq to emphasize that x plays
the role of a parameter in the RHP.
Riemann-Hilbert Problem 1.1. For given r, and x P R, find Mpz;xq so that
(i) Mpz;xq is analytic in CzR for each x,
(ii) limzÑ8Mpz;xq “ I,
(iii) Mpz;xq has continuous boundary valuesM˘pλ;xq on R
(iv) The jump relation
M`pλ;xq “M´pλ;xqV pλ;xq, Vpλ;xq “
˜
1´ |rpλq|2 ´rpλqe´2iλx
rpλqe2iλx 1
¸
holds.
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Remark 1.2. In condition (ii) above, the limit is meant to be uniform in proper
subsectors of the upper and lower half planes. That is, for any ε ą 0,
lim
RÑ8
sup
|z|ěR
argpzqPpα,βq
pMpz;xq ´ Iq “ 0
if pα, βq is a proper subinterval of p0, piq or ppi, 2piq.
The inverse scattering map I : r Ñ q determined by Riemann-Hilbert Problem
1.1 and the reconstruction formula (1.12).
Thus, to implement the solution formula
(1.14) qpx, tq “ I
´
e4ip ¨ q
2tRpq0qp ¨ q
¯
pxq,
we compute the scattering transform r0 “ Rpq0q and solve the following Riemann-
Hilbert problem (RHP).
Riemann-Hilbert Problem 1.3. For given r0 and parameters x, t, find Mpz;x, tq
so that
(i) Mpz;x, tq is analytic in CzR for each x, t,
(ii) limzÑ8Mpz;x, tq “ I,
(iii) Mpz;x, tq has continuous boundary valuesM˘pλ;x, tq on R
(iv) The jump relation
M`pλ;x, tq “M´pλ;x, tqVpλ;x, tq,
Vpλ;x, tq “
˜
1´ |r0pλq|2 ´r0pλqe´2itθ
r0pλqe2itθ 1
¸
holds, where
(1.15) θpλ;x, tq “ 2λ2 ` xλ{t.
Given the solution of RHP 1.3, we can then compute
qpx, tq “ lim
zÑ8
2izM12pz;x, tq
where the limit is meant in the sense of Remark 1.2.
Denote by S pRq the Schwartz class functions on R and let
S1pRq “ tr P S pRq : }r}8 ă 1u .
Beals and Coifman [7] proved:
Theorem 1.4. Suppose that q0 P S pRq. Then r0 P S1pRq, RHP 1.3 has a unique
solution for each x, t P R, and (1.14) defines a classical solution of the Cauchy problem
(1.4).
We will give a complete proof of Theorem 1.4 in section 2.4.
The solution formula (1.14) defines a continuous solution map provided that its
component maps are continuous. To describe the mapping properties of R and I,
we define
(1.16) H1,1pRq :“  f P L2pRq : f 1, xf P L2pRq(
and
H
1,1
1 pRq :“
 
f P H1,1pRq : }f}8 ă 1
(
.
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Note that H1,11 pRq is an open subset of H1,1pRq since }f}8 ď c }f}H1,1 (see Exer-
cise 2.2). The following result is proved by Deift and Zhou in [17, §3] and also
follows from Zhou’s analysis [47] of Sobolev mapping properties of the scattering
transform.
Theorem 1.5. [17] The mapsR : H1,1pRq Ñ H1,11 pRq and I : H1,11 pRq Ñ H1,1pRq are
Lipschitz continuous maps withR ˝ I “ I ˝R “ I .
A consequence of Theorems 1.4, 1.5, and local well-posedness theory for the
NLS is:
Theorem 1.6. The Cauchy problem 1.4 is globally well-posed in H1,1pRq with solution
(1.14).
Theorem 1.6 is of interest not because of the global well-posedness result: far
superior results are available through PDE methods–see, for example, [34] and
[42] and references therein–and most recently through a very different approach
to complete integrability pioneered by Koch-Tataru [32], Killip-Visan-Zhang [30],
and Killip-Visan [31] which give conserved quantities and well-posedness results
in the presence of very rough initial data. Rather, Theorem 1.6 is of interest because
the solution map so constructed can be used to study large-time asymptotics of
solutions with initial data inH1,1pRq. Deift and Zhou [17] gave a rigorous proof of
long-time dispersive behavior for the solution of (1.4), motivated by formal results
of Zakharov and Manakov [45]. Their proof is an application of the Deift-Zhou
steepest descent method [15]. Dieng and McLaughlin [18] gave a different proof
using the ‘B-steepest descent method’ and obtained a sharp remainder estimates.
This result is discussed in a companion paper by Dieng, McLaughlin and Miller in
this volume [19].
Theorem 1.7. [19] The unique solution to (1.4) with initial data q0 P H1,1pRq has the
asymptotic behavior
qpx, tq „ t´1{2αpz0qeix
2{p4tq´iνpz0q logp2tq `O
´
t´3{4
¯
where z0 “ ´x{p4tq, νpzq “ ´ 1
2pi
log
`
1´ |rpzq|2˘, |αpzq|2 “ νpzq{2, and
argαpzq “ 1
pi
ż z
´8
logpz ´ sq d `log `1´ |rpsq|2˘˘` pi
4
` argpiνpzqq ` arg rpzq.
The remainder term is uniform in x P R.
1.2. The Defocussing Davey-Stewartson II Equation. The Cauchy problem for
the defocussing Davey-Stewartson II (DSII) equation is
(1.17)
$’&’%
iqt ` 2pB2z ` B2zqq ` pg ` gqq “ 0,
Bzg “ ´4Bz
`|q|2˘ ,
qpz, 0q “ q0pzq.
Here z “ x1 ` ix2 and
Bz “ 1
2
ˆ B
Bx1 ` i
B
Bx2
˙
, Bz “ 1
2
ˆ B
Bx1 ´ i
B
Bx2
˙
.
Here and in what follows, the notation fpzq for a function of z “ x1 ` ix2 does not
imply that f is an analytic function of z.
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Ablowitz and Segur [3, Chapter 2, §2.1.d] showed that the Davey-Stewartson II
equation is completely integrable. The solution of DS II by inverse scattering was
developed by Beals-Coifman [6, 8, 9] and Fokas-Ablowitz [21, 22, 23]. A rigorous
analysis of the scattering maps, including the case q0 P S pR2q was carried out by
Sung in a series of three papers [39, 40, 41].
The DSII flow is linearized by a zero-energy spectral problem for the operator
(1.18) L “
ˆBz 0
0 Bz
˙
´Qpzq, Qpzq “
ˆ
0 qpzq
qpzq 0
˙
.
To define the scattering transform for q P S pR2q, we look for solutions˜
ψ1pz, kq
ψ2pz, kq
¸
“
˜
m1pz, kqeikz
m2pk, zqeikz
¸
of Lψ “ 0, where kz denotes complex multiplication of k “ k1 ` ik2 by z “
x1 ` ix2. We assume that m1pz, kq Ñ 1 and m2pz, kq Ñ 0 for each k P C as
|z| Ñ 8. Such unbounded solutions ψ1, ψ2 are sometimes called complex geometric
optics (CGO) solutions and were introduced in scattering theory by Faddeev [20].
An easy computation shows that
(1.19)
$’&’’%
Bzm1pz, kq “ qpzqm2pz, kq,
pBz ` ikqm2pz, kq “ qpzqm1pz, kq,
lim
|z|Ñ8
pm1pz, kq,m2pz, kqq “ p1, 0q.
The system (1.19) is formally equivalent5 to a system of integral equations:
(1.20)
$’’&’’%
m1pz, kq “ 1` 1
pi
ż
C
1
z ´ wqpwqm
2pw, kq dw
m2pz, kq “ 1
pi
ż
C
ekpz ´ wq
z ´ w qpwqm
1pz, kq dw
where
(1.21) ekpzq “ eipkz`kzq.
For q P S pR2q,m1 andm2 admit large-z expansions of the form
m1pz, kq „ 1`
ÿ
jě1
ajpkq
zj
,
m2pz, kq „ e´kpzq
ÿ
jě1
bjpkq
zj
.
The scattering transform Sq of q P S pR2q is ´ib1pkq. From the integral equations
(1.20) we can see that
(1.22) pSqq pkq “ ´ i
pi
ż
C
ekpzqqpzqm1pz, kq dz.
This map is a perturbation of the antilinear ‘Fourier transform’
pFaqq “ ´ i
pi
ż
C
ekpzqqpzqdz
5 Convolution with z´1 (resp. z´1) is a formal inverse to Bz (resp. Bz). See section 3.1, equations
(3.7) and (3.8) and the accompanying discussion and references.
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which satisfiesFa˝Fa “ I . We will see that, remarkably, the same holds for S. The
scattering transform S linearizes the DSII equation (1.17) in the following sense: if
qpz, tq solves (1.17) and qp ¨ , tq P SpR2q for each t, then
Spqp ¨ , tqqpkq “ e2ipk2`k2qtSpq0qqpkq.
Thus, a putative solution by inverse scattering is given by
(1.23) qpz, tq “ S´1
´
e2ipp ¨ q
2`p ¨ q2q pSq0q pkq
¯
pzq.
To implement the solution formula (1.23), we compute the scattering transform
spkq “ Spq0qpkq and, for each t, solve the system
(1.24)
$&% Bkn
1pz, k, tq “ spkqe2ipk2`k2qtn2pz, k, tq
pBk ` izqn2pz, k, tq “ spkqe´2ipk2`k
2
qtn1pz, k, tq.
The solution qpz, tq is given by
(1.25) qpz, tq “ ´ i
pi
ż
C
eitϕspkqn1pz, k, tq dk.
where
ϕpk; z, tq “ 2
´
k2 ` k2
¯
´ kz ` kz
t
.
The results of Beals-Coifman, Fokas-Ablowitz, and Sung imply the following
analogue of Theorem 1.4.
Theorem 1.8. Suppose that q0 P SpR2q. Then Sq0 P SpR2q. Moreover, the system (1.24)
has a unique solution for each pz, tq, and (1.25) defines a classical solution of the Cauchy
problem 1.17.
Nachman, Regev, and Tataru [36] proved the following remarkable result on
the scattering transform S. Recall that the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function of
f P LppRnq, 1 ď p ď 8, is given by
pMfq pxq “ sup
rą0
1
|Bpx, rq|
ż
Bpx,rq
|fpyq| dy,
where Bpx, rq denotes the ball of radius r about x P Rn and |A| denotes the
Lebesgue measure of the measurable set A Ă Rn. For q P L2pR2q, set
pqpkq “ 1
pi
ż
ekpzqqpzq dz.
Theorem 1.9. [36] The scattering transform S extends to a diffeomorphism from L2pR2q
onto itself with S ˝ S “ I . Moreover, the following estimates hold:
(i) }Sq}L2pR2q “ }q}L2pR2q
(ii) |pSpqqq pkq| ď C p}q}L2q |Mpqpkq|
Theorem 1.9 considerably extends earlier work of Brown [11] and Perry [38],
who considered the scattering map respectively for small data in L2pR2q and data
in a weighted space H1,1pR2q analogous to the space H1,1pRq for the NLS. It also
illuminates other work of Astala-Faraco-Rogers [4] and Brown-Ott-Perry [12] on
the Fourier-like mapping properties of S. The maximal function estimate is partic-
ularly important for the analysis of scattering since it implies that the solution of
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DSII by inverse scattering is bounded pointwise by amaximal function for the solu-
tion of the linear problem. This means, for example, that Strichartz-type estimates
for the linear problem imply Strichartz-type estimates for the nonlinear problem.
As a consequence of Theorems 1.8 and 1.9, Nachman, Regev, and Tataru obtain
a complete characterization of the dynamics for DSII. Denote by Uptq the (non-
linear) solution operator for (1.17), and by V ptq the solution operator for the lin-
earization of (1.17) at q “ 0, i.e.,
(1.26)
#
vt ` 2
`B2z ` B2z˘ v “ 0,
vpz, 0q “ v0pzq.
Theorem 1.10. [36] The Cauchy problem for (1.17) is globally well-posed in L2pR2qwith
}qptq}L2pR2q “ }qp0q}L2pR2q
for all t. Moreover, all solutions scatter in the sense that, for any q0 P L2pR2q, there is a
function v0 P L2pR2q so that
lim
tÑ˘8
}Uptqq0 ´ V ptqv0}L2 “ 0.
The function v0 is given by
v0 “ FaSq0.
Note that the scattering is trivial because the tÑ ´8 (past) and tÑ `8 (future)
asymptotes are the same.
Perry [38] obtained pointwise asymptotics under somewhat more restrictive
conditions on the initial data. Let
(1.27) H1,1pR2q “  q P L2pR2q : ∇q, | ¨ |qp ¨ q P L2pR2q( .
Theorem 1.11. Suppose that q0 P L1pR2q XH1,1pR2q and that pSq0q p0q ‰ 0. Then
qpx, tq „ vpz, tq ` o `t´1˘
where vpz, tq solves the linearized equation (1.26) with initial data v0 “ FaSq0.
Exercises for Lecture 1. In the following exercises, the Fourier transforms F and
F´1 are defined by
pFfq pξq “
ż
e´ixξfpxq dx(1.28) `
F´1g
˘ pxq “ 1
2pi
ż
eixξgpξq dξ.(1.29)
Exercise 1.1. Show that, with the conventions (1.28) and (1.29),
Fpf ˚ gqpξq “ pFfq pξq pFgq pξq.
Exercise 1.2. Suppose that fpxq “ e´zx2 for some z with Re z ą 0. Show that
pFfq pξq “
c
pi
z
e´ξ
2{4z .
Use the formula ż 8
´8
e´zx
2
dx “
c
pi
z
and made a contour shift in the integration.
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Exercise 1.3. The distribution inverse Fourier transform of e˘itξ
2
may be computed
as
F´1
´
e˘itξ
2
¯
“ lim
εÑ0`
F´1
´
e˘itξ
2
e´εξ
2
¯
.
Using the result of Exercise 1.2, show that
F´1
´
e˘itξ
2
¯
“ 1?¯4piite
¯ix2{p4tq
where we take the principal branch of the square root function.
Exercise 1.4. Use the result of Exercise 1.3 and the convolution theorem from Exer-
cise 1.1 to show from the solution formula (1.2) that
qpx, tq “ 1?
4piit
ż 8
´8
eipx´yq
2{p4tqq0pyq dy
for q0 P S pRq.
Exercise 1.5. Suppose that ψ is a twice continuously differentiable,N ˆN matrix-
valued solution to the system
ψx “ Apx, tqψ
ψt “ Bpx, tqψ
where Apx, tq and Bpx, tq are continuously differentiable N ˆ N matrix-valued
functions of x, t. Suppose further that detψpx, tq ‰ 0 for all px, tq. Show that
At ´Bx ` rA,Bs “ 0.
Hint: cross-differentiate the equations and use the equality ψtx “ ψtx (Clairaut’s
Theorem).
Exercise 1.6. A fundamental solution of (1.5) is a twice-differentiable 2 ˆ 2 matrix-
valued solution ψpx, tqwith detψpx, tq ‰ 0 for all px, tq. Using the result of Exercise
1.5, show that if (1.5) admits a fundamental solution for a given smooth function
qpx, tq, then qpx, tq solves (1.4).
Exercise 1.7. Let L be the operator (1.6). Show that, for any smooth, compactly
supported, 2 ˆ 2 matrix-valued functions ψpxq and ϕpxq, the identity pψ,Lϕq “
pLψ, ϕq holds, where the inner product is defined by
pψ, φq “
ż
R
Tr pψ˚pxqφpxqq dx.
Exercise 1.8. Consider the alternative Lax representation (from the original paper
of Zakharov and Shabat [46])
L “
ˆ
iBx q
q ´iBx
˙
B “
ˆ
2iB2x ´ i|q|2 qx ` 2qBx
qx ` 2qBx ´2iB2x ` i|q|2
˙
Show that (1.4) is equivalent to the operator identity
9L “ rB,Ls.
Remark: The operator L is formally self-adjoint and B is formally skew-adjoint.
This structure corresponds to the Lax representation for KdV.
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Exercise 1.9. Suppose given a family of smooth solutions ψ1pz, k, tq, ψ2pz, k, tq of
(3.3)–(3.4), indexed by k P C, so that6
(i) limkÑ8 e´ikz`ik
2tψ1pz, t, kq “ 1,
(ii) limkÑ8 e
´ikz`ik2tψ2pz, t, kq “ 0,
(iii) for each pt, zq, ψ2pz, k, tq ‰ 0 for at least one k.
Cross-differentiate the first equations of (3.3) and (3.4) and equate mixed partials
to show that
(1.30) ´ 2iε pqBzqqψ1 ` p 9q ´ igqqψ2 “
2i
ˆ
2εqBzq ` iεqBzq ` 1
2
Bzg
˙
ψ1 ` 2i
ˆ
B2zq ` B2zq `
1
2
gq
˙
ψ2
Conclude that the compatibility condition (1.17) holds. To be really thorough
(!), you should check that cross-differentiating the second equations of (3.3)–(3.4)
gives the same relation.
Hint: use both equations (3.3) to eliminate z-derivatives of ψ1 and z-derivatives
ofψ2. Expressions involving ‘irreducible’ derivatives such as Bzψ1 and Bzψ2 should
cancel, leading to (1.30). Then use the asymptotic conditions to argue that the co-
efficients of ψ1 and ψ2 must both be zero.
6These conditions are motivated by what one can actually prove about the solutions m1pz, k, tq “
e´ikz`ik
2tψ1pz, k, tq andm2pz, k, tq “ e´ikz`ik
2tm2pz, k, tq!
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2. THE DEFOCUSSING CUBIC NONLINEAR SCHRO¨DINGER EQUATION
This lecture largely follows the analysis of Deift-Zhou [17, esp. §3] with a few
inessential changes. We will analyze the direct and inverse scattering maps for
NLS and, for completeness, give a proof of Beals-Coifman’s result that the solution
formula via inverse scattering generates a classical solution of the defocussingNLS
equation (1.4) if q0 P S pRq.
We will solve the NLS equation in the sense that we find a solution of the inte-
gral equation
(2.1) qptq “ eit∆q0 ´ i
ż t
0
eipt´sq∆
`
2|qpsq|2qpsq˘ ds
onH1pRq, where eit∆ is the solution operator (1.3) for the linear Schro¨dinger equa-
tion. Here
(2.2) H1pRq “  u P L2pRq : u1 P L2pRq( .
Although (2.1) can be solved in much weaker spaces (see, for example [34] or [42,
Chapter 3]), the space H1pRq will serve our purpose of showing that the inverse
scattering method produces a continuous solution map onH1,1pRq. The following
lemma shows that, to show that (1.14) solves (2.1), it suffices to show that (1.14)
produces a classical solution of (1.4) for initial data in S pRq.
Lemma 2.1. Let q0 P H1pRq and suppose that tqnu is a sequence from S pRq with
}qn ´ q0}H1 Ñ 0 as n Ñ 8. Suppose that qnpz, tq solves (2.1) with initial data qn and
that qnpz, tq Ñ qpz, tq in the sense that suptPp0,T q }qnp ¨ , tq ´ qp ¨ , tq}H1 Ñ 0 as nÑ8.
Then qpz, tq solves (2.1) with initial data q0.
We leave the proof as Exercise 2.6.
2.1. The Direct Scattering Map. In this subsection we’ll construct the direct scat-
tering map by studying solutions Ψ˘ of the problem Lψ “ λψ. Here L is the
ZS-AKNS operator (1.6), ψ is 2 ˆ 2 matrix-valued, λ P R, and Ψ˘ satisfy the as-
ymptotic conditions
lim
xÑ˘8
Ψ˘px, λqeiλxσ3 “ I.
It is well-known that the Jost solutions exist and are unique for q P L1pRq, and that
detΨ˘px, λq “ 1.
We begin with some reductions. A straightforward computation shows that for
any z P C, the solution space of Lψ “ zψ is invariant under the mapping
(2.3) ψpx, zq ÞÑ σ1ψpx, zqσ´11 , σ1 “
ˆ
0 1
1 0
˙
(Exercise 2.13). From this symmetry and the uniqueness of Jost solutions, it follows
that the matrix-valued Jost solutions take the form
(2.4) Ψpx, λq “
ˆ
Ψ11px, λq Ψ21px, λq
Ψ21px, λq Ψ11px, λq
˙
and that the matrix T pλq defined in (1.8) takes the form (1.9). From the relation
|apλq|2 ´ |bpλq|2 “ 1 it follows that |apλq| ě 1, and that
rpλq “ ´bpλq{apλq
is a well-defined function with |rpλq| ă 1. We will prove:
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Theorem 2.2. The map q ÞÑ r is locally Lipschitz continuous fromH1,1pRq to H1,11 pRq.
The approach we’ll take here is inspired by the analysis of the scattering trans-
form byMuscalu, Thiele, and Tao in [35], which also contains an interesting discus-
sion of the Fourier-like mapping properties of the scattering transform. In order to
obtain effective formulas for the scattering data apλq and bpλq, wemake the change
of variables
(2.5) Ψ`px, λq “ e´iλxσ3Npx, λq.
It follows from the equation LΨ` “ λΨ` that
(2.6)
$’’&’’%
d
dx
Npx, λq “
ˆ
0 e2iλxqpxq
e´2iλxqpxq 0
˙
Npx, λq
lim
xÑ`8
Npx, λq “ I
while, by (1.8),
(2.7) lim
xÑ´8
Npx, λq “ T pλq.
By the symmetry (2.4), we have
Npx, λq “
˜
N11px, λq N21px, λq
N21px, λq N11px, λq
¸
so it suffices to construct N11 and N21. Equation (2.6) is equivalent to the integral
equation
Npx, λq “ I´
ż 8
x
ˆ
0 e2iλyqpyq
e´2iλyqpyq 0
˙
Npy, λq dy
which has a convergent Volterra series solution for q P L1pRq. Indeed, setting
N11px, λq “ apx, λq, N21px, λq “ bpx, λq,
we have
apx, λq “ 1`
8ÿ
n“1
A2npx, λq,(2.8)
bpx, λq “ ´
8ÿ
n“0
A2n`1px, λq.(2.9)
Here
Anpx, λq “
ż
xăy1ăy2ă...ăyn
Qnpy1, . . . , ynqe2iλφnpyq dyn . . . dy1
where
Qnpy1, . . . , ynq “
$’&’%
śm
j“1 qpy2j´1qqpy2jq, n “ 2m,
qpy1q
śm
j“1 qpy2jqqpy2j`1q, n “ 2m` 1
and (with the convention that φ0 “ 0)
φ2mpy1, . . . , y2mq “
mÿ
j“1
py2j´1 ´ y2jq ,
φ2m`1py1, . . . , y2m`1q “ ´y1 ` φ2mpy2, . . . , y2m`1q
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“ ´φ2mpy1, . . . , y2mq ´ y2m`1
The bound ż
y1ăy2...ăyn
|Qnpyq| dyn dyn´1 . . . dy1 ď }q}
n
1
n!
shows that the Volterra series converge uniformly in x P R and q in bounded
subsets of L1pRq. By (2.7) and dominated convergence, we obtain the following
representations of the maps q ÞÑ a and q ÞÑ b:
apλq “ 1`
8ÿ
n“1
A2npλq(2.10)
bpλq “ ´
8ÿ
n“0
A2n`1pλq(2.11)
where
(2.12) Anpλq “
ż
y1ăy2ă...ăyn
Qnpy1, . . . , ynqe2iλφnpyq dyn . . . dy1.
From this representation we obtain an L1 Ñ L8 mapping property of the scat-
tering transform.
Proposition 2.3. The map q ÞÑ r is locally Lipschitz continuous from L1pRq to L8pRq.
Proof. It suffices to show that q ÞÑ a and q ÞÑ b are locally Lipschitz continuous. If
so, this continuity and the lower bound |apλq| ě 1 imply local Lipschitz continuity
of q ÞÑ r. IfMn : pL1pRqqn Ñ L8pRq is a multilinear map and
Fnpqq “Mnpq, . . . q, q, . . . qq
withm entries of q and n´m entries of q, then
Fnpq1q ´ Fnpq2q “
mÿ
j“1
Mnpq2, . . . , q2, q1 ´ q2loomoon
jth entry
, , q1, . . . q1, q1, . . . q1q
`
nÿ
j“m`1
Mnpq2, . . . , q2, q2, . . . , q2, q1 ´ q2loomoon
jth entry
, q1, . . . , q1q
so that, setting
γ “ max p}q1}L1 , }q2}L1q ,
we have
}Fnpq1q ´ Fnpq2q}L8 ď }Mn}pL1qnÑL8 nγn´1 }q1 ´ q2}L1
Thus, referring to (2.12), we have
}Anpλ; q1q ´Anpλ; q2q}L8 ď
1
pn´ 1q!γ
n´1 }q1 ´ q2}L1 .
We conclude that
}ap ¨ ; q1q ´ ap ¨ , q2q}L8 ď eγ }q1 ´ q2}L1
}bp ¨ ; q1q ´ bp ¨ , q2q}L8 ď eγ }q1 ´ q2}L1 .

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Remark 2.4. From the above analysis, it is easy to see that the Fre´che´t derivative of
R at q “ 0 is the “antilinear Fourier transform”
pFaqq pλq “ ´
ż
e´2ixλqpxq dx.
With a bit more work, we can prove:
Proposition 2.5. The map q ÞÑ r is locally Lipschitz continuous from L1pRq X L2pRq
into L2pRq.
Proof. In what follows we use the fact that
}f}L2pRq “ sup
ϕPC8
0
pRq
ˇˇˇˇż
ϕpλqfpλq dλ
ˇˇˇˇ
.
It follows from (2.12) and the trivial inequalitiesż
|pϕpφ2n´1pyqqqpy2n´1q| dy2n´1 ď }ϕ}2 }q}2 ,ż
|pϕpφ2npyqqqpy2nq| dy2n ď }ϕ}2 }q}2 ,
that
}An}L2pRq ď
}q}n´1L1
pn´ 1q! }q}L2 .
Thus the power series representations for a ´ 1 and b converge for X “ L1pRq X
L2pRq, Y “ L2pRq, showing that q ÞÑ a and q ÞÑ b are locally Lipschitz continuous
as maps from L1pRq X L2pRq into L2pRq. It now follows that q ÞÑ r has the same
continuity. 
As in the theory of the Fourier transform, additional smoothness of q implies
additional decay of r.
Proposition 2.6. Themap q ÞÑ r is locally Lipschitz continuous fromH1,1pRq toH0,1pRq.
Proof. It suffices to exhibit an L2-convergent power series for λbpλq. We will as-
sume for the moment that q P S pRq and begin with the formula
λbpλq “
8ÿ
n“1
λA2n´1pλq.
Using the integration by parts identityż 8
y2n´2
qpzqp2iλqe2iλp´φ2n´2pyq`zq dz “”
qpzqe2iλp´φ2n´2pyq`zq
ıˇˇˇ8
y2n´2
´
ż 8
y2n´2
q1pzqe2iλp´φ2n´2pyq`zq dz
we conclude thatż
λbpλqϕpλq dλ “
ż
ϕpλqpq 1pλq dλ ` 8ÿ
n“2
pI1,2n´1 ` I2,2nq ,
where, for n ě 2,
|I1,2n´1| ď
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y1ă...ăy2n´2
˜
2n´2ź
k“1
|qpyjq|
¸
|pϕpφ2n´3pyqq| |qpy2n´2q| dy2n´2 . . . dy1
and
|I2,2n´1| ďż
y1ă...ăy2n´1
˜
2n´2ź
k“1
|qpyjq|
¸
|pϕpφ2n´1pyqq| |q1py2n´1q| dy2n´1 . . . dy1.
It follows that
|I1,2n´1| ď 1p2n´ 3q! }q}
2n´3
L1 }q}L8 }q}L2 }ϕ}L2
|I2,2n´1| ď 1p2n´ 2q! }q}
2n´2
L1
››q1››
L2
}ϕ}L2
Taking suprema over ϕ with }ϕ}L2 “ 1 and recalling that }q}L8 À }q}H1 (Exercise
2.2), we recover the estimate
}p ¨ qbp ¨ q}L2 ď }q}H1,0 `
8ÿ
n“2
1
p2n´ 3q! }q}
2n´3
L1 p}q}L1 ` }q}L2q }q}H1,0
which is finite because }q}L1 À }q}H1,1 and the series
8ÿ
n“2
x2n´3
p2n´ 3q! “ sinhpxq
converges for all x. The local Lipschitz continuity is proven by continuity of mul-
tilinear functionals as in Proposition 2.3. 
Finally:
Proposition 2.7. The map q ÞÑ r1 is locally Lipschitz continuous fromH0,1pRq toL2pRq.
Proof. By the quotient rule and the lower bound on |a|, it suffices to show that the
map q ÞÑ pa1, b1q is locally Lipschitz continuous from H0,1pRq to L2pRq ˆ L2pRq
From (2.10)–(2.11) we have
´i BaBλpλq “
8ÿ
n“1
ż
y1ă...ăy2n
2Q2npyqφ2npyqe2iλφ2npyq dy
´i BbBλpλq “
8ÿ
n“1
ż
y1ă...ăy2n´1
2Q2n´1pyqφ2n´1pyqe2iλφ2n´1pyq dy
so integrating against ϕ P C80 pRqwe obtainˇˇˇˇż
ϕ
Ba
Bλ dλ
ˇˇˇˇ
ď
8ÿ
n“1
ż
y1ă...ăy2n
|Q2npyq| |φ2npyq| |pϕpφ2npyqq| dy(2.13)
ď
8ÿ
n“1
ż
y1ă...ăy2n
2nÿ
j“1
|yj | |Q2npyq| |pϕpφ2npyqq| dy
ˇˇˇˇż
ϕ
Bb
Bλ dλ
ˇˇˇˇ
ď
8ÿ
n“1
ż
y1ă...ăy2n´1
|Q2n´1pyq| |φ2n´1pyq| |pϕpφ2n´1pyqq| dy(2.14)
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ď
8ÿ
n“1
ż
y1ă...ăy2n´1
2n´1ÿ
j“1
|yj | |Q2n´1pyq| |pϕpφ2n´1pyqq| dy
As before, we will bound the left-hand integrals in (2.13) and (2.14) by norms of q
times }ϕ}L2 and take the supremum over ϕwith }ϕ}L2 “ 1.
To bound the right-hand side of (2.13), first note that the integrand is symmetric
under interchange of pn ´ 1q pairs of indices (the pair containing yj is excluded),
so we may writeˇˇˇˇż
ϕ
Ba
Bλ dλ
ˇˇˇˇ
ď
8ÿ
n“1
1
pn´ 1q!
2nÿ
j“1
ż
R2n
˜
j´1ź
k“1
|qpykq|
¸
p|yjqpyjq|q
˜
2nź
k“j`1
|qpykq|
¸
|pϕpφ2npyqq| dy
Using Young’s inequality }f ˚ g}2 ď }f}1 }g}2 repeatedly beginning with the y2n
integration, we have›››››
ż
R2n´j
|pϕpφ2npyqq| ˜ 2nź
k“j`1
|qpykq|
¸
dy2n . . . dyj`1
›››››
L2pdyjq
ď }q}2n´j
L1
}ϕ}L2
so that ›››› BaBλ
››››
L2
ď
8ÿ
j“1
2n
pn´ 1q! }q}H0,1 }q}
2n´1
L1
which is uniformly bounded for q in bounded subsets of H0,1 since
8ÿ
j“1
2n
pn´ 1q!x
2n´1
converges for all x.
To bound the right hand side of (2.14), we first note that the n “ 1 term is
trivially bounded by }q}H0,1 }ϕ}L2 . For n ě 2, the integrand is symmetric under
pn´2q! interchanges of pairs so we may estimate the remaining terms on the right-
hand side of (2.14) by
8ÿ
n“2
1
pn´ 2q!
2n´1ÿ
j“1
ż
R2n´1
|yj | |Q2n´1pyq| |pϕpφ2n´1pyqq| dy
Writingż
R2n´1
|yj | |Q2n´1pyq| |pϕpφ2n´1pyqq| dy “ż
R2n´1
˜
j´1ź
k“1
|qpykq|
¸
p|yj ||qpyjq|q
˜
2n´1ź
k“j`1
|qpykq|
¸
|pϕpφ2n´1pyqq| dy
we may use the estimate›››››
ż
R2n´j´1
˜
2n´1ź
k“j`1
|qpykq|
¸
|pϕpφ2n´1pyqq| dy
›››››
L2pdyjq
ď }q}2n´j´1L1 }ϕ}L2
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(which again follows by repeated applications of Young’s inequality) to conclude
that ›››› BbBλ
››››
L2
ď }q}H1,0 `
8ÿ
n“2
2n´ 1
pn´ 2q! }q}
2n´2
L1 }q}H0,1 .
The right-hand side is again bounded uniformly for q in a bounded subset of
H0,1pRq since the series
8ÿ
n“2
2n´ 1
pn´ 2q!x
2n´2
converges for all x.
We have shown that Ba{Bλ and Bb{Bλ have convergent series representations.
We can use multilinearity of the terms as in the proof of Proposition 2.3 to obtain
local Lipschitz continuity. 
2.2. Beals-Coifman Solutions. Beals andCoifman [7] identified solutions of (1.11)
which have piecewise analytic continuations to CzR and solve a Riemann-Hilbert
problem determined completely by the scattering data. It follows from the defini-
tion of M that two nonsingular solutions M1 andM2 of (1.11) are related by
(2.15) M1px, λq “M2px, λqe´ixλ adσ3A
where A is a constant matrix and
et adσ3
ˆ
a b
c d
˙
“
ˆ
a e2tb
e´2tc d
˙
.
(see Exercises 2.7 and 2.12). We will use this fact repeatedly in what follows.
We now construct the Beals-Coifman solutions from solutionsM˘ of (1.11) cor-
responding to the Jost solutions Ψ˘. By the factorization ψpx, λq “Mpx, λqe´iλxσ3
and the symmetry (2.4), solutions of (1.11) normalized by either of the two condi-
tions limxÑ˘8Mpx, zq “ I take the form
Mpx, λq “
˜
m11px, λq m21px, λq
m21px, λq m11px, λq
¸
so we need only study m1 :“ m11 and m2 :“ m21. Morever, it is clear from (1.11)
and (2.5) that
(2.16) Mpx, λq “ e´iλxσ3Npx, λqeiλxσ3 .
Let Ψ`px, λq “M`px, λqe´iλxσ3 . It follows from (2.16) that
m`1 px, λq :“ m`11px, λq “ apx, λq
m`2 px, λq :“ m`21px, λq “ e2iλxbpx, λq
It follows from (2.8)–(2.9) that
m`1 px, λq “ 1`
8ÿ
n“1
ż
xăy1ă...ăy2n
Q2npyqe2iλφ2npy1,...,y2nq dy(2.17)
m`2 px, λq “ ´
8ÿ
n“1
ż
xăy1ă...ăy2n´1
Q2n`1pyqe2iλpφ2npx,y1,...,y2n´1q dy(2.18)
Since the phase functions
φ2npyq :“ φ2npy1, . . . , y2nq
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and
φ2npx, yq :“ φ2npx, y1, . . . , y2n´1q
are nonpositive over their respective domains of integration,m`1 andm
`
2 continue
to analytic functionsm`1 px, zq andm`2 py, zq for Im z ă 0 obeying the bounds
|m`1 px, zq ´ 1| ` |m`2 px, zq| ď γ`pxqeγ`pxq
where
γ`pxq “
ż 8
x
|qpyq| dy.
It follows that apλq also has a bounded analytic continuation to the lower half-
plane which we denote by apzq. Using (2.17) and (2.18) with λ replaced by z we
can deduce the large-x asymptotics
lim
xÑ´8
˜
m`1 px, zq
m`2 px, zq
¸
“
˜
apzq
0
¸
, lim
xÑ8
˜
m`1 px, zq
m`2 px, zq
¸
“
˜
1
0
¸
for each fixed z with Im z ă 0.
We can also use the Volterra series to analyze the large-z behavior of the exten-
sionsm`1 px, zq andm`2 px, zq for fixed x. Observe thatˇˇˇ
e2izφ2npyq
ˇˇˇ
ď e´2 Impzqφ2npyq
and ˇˇˇ
e2izpφ2npx,yq
ˇˇˇ
ď e´2 Impzqφ2npx,yq.
An argument using the dominated convergence theorem together with the abso-
lute and uniform convergence of the Volterra series form1 andm2 shows that
(2.19) lim
zÑ8
˜
m`1 px, zq
m`2 px, zq
¸
“
˜
1
0
¸
and
lim
zÑ8
apzq “ 1
where the limit is taken as |z| Ñ 8 in any proper subsector of the lower half-plane.
In a similar way, if Ψ´px, λq “ M´px, λqe´iλxσ3 , we can use the Volterra series
m´1 px, λq “ 1`
8ÿ
n“1
ż
y2nă...ăy1ăx
Q2npyqe2iλφ2npyq dy
m´2 px, λq “ ´
8ÿ
n“1
ż
y2n´1ă...ăy1ăx
Q2n`1pyqe2iλφ2npx,yq dy
and the fact that φ2npyq and φ2npx, yq are nonnegative on their respective domains
of integration to show that m´1 px, λq and m´2 px, λq continue to analytic functions
m´1 px, zq andm´2 px, zq for Im z ą 0with
|m´1 px, zq ´ 1| ` |m´2 px, zq| ď γ´pxqeγ´pxq
where
γ´pxq “
ż x
´8
|qpyq| dy.
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We can deduce the asymptotics
(2.20) lim
xÑ`8
˜
m´1 px, zq
m´2 px, zq
¸
“
˜
apzq
0
¸
, lim
xÑ´8
˜
m´1 px, zq
m´2 px, zq
¸
“
˜
1
0
¸
.
It will be important to know that apzq has no zeros in Im z ă 0. It follows from
(1.8) that
apλq “
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
Ψ`11px, λq Ψ´12px, λq
Ψ`21px, λq Ψ´22px, λq
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
so the same holds true for λ replaced by z with Im z ă 0 by analytic continuation.
Thus apzq “ 0 if and only if the columns are linearly dependent. Since pΨ`11,Ψ`21q
decay exponentially as xÑ `8 and pΨ´12,Ψ´22q decay exponentially as xÑ ´8, it
is easy to show that this condition leads to a square-integrable solution of Lψ “ zψ
with imaginary eigenvalue z, which is forbidden by the self-adjointness of the
operator L in (1.6) (see Exercise 1.7). Hence apzq has no zeros in Im z ă 0.
We can now construct piecewise analytic solutions of (1.11), normalized so that
Mrpx, zq Ñ I as xÑ `8 (the “r” is for “right-normalized”), by the formulas
Mrpx, zq “
˜
m´1 px, zq m`2 px, zq
m´2 px, zq m`1 px, zq
¸˜
1{apzq 0
0 1
¸
, Im z ą 0(2.21)
(recall the first asymptotic relation of (2.20)) and
Mrpx, zq “ σ1Mrpx, zqσ1, Im z ă 0(2.22)
(recall (2.3)). The piecewise analytic function Mrpx, zq admits boundary values
Mr˘px, λq as ˘ Im z Ñ 0 and Re z Ñ λ.
Since Mr˘px, λq solve (2.6), it follows from (2.15) that there is a jump matrix
Vrpλqwith
Mr`px, λq “ Mr´px, λqe´iλx adσ3Vrpλq.
To compute the jump matrix, first note that, from (1.8) and the definition of M˘,
(2.23) M`px, λq “ M´px, λqe´ixλ adσ3
˜
apλq bpλq
bpλq apλq
¸
Write
fpxq „
xÑ˘8
gpxq
if
lim
xÑ˘8
|fpxq ´ gpxq| “ 0.
SinceM˘px, λq Ñ I as xÑ ˘8, it follows from (2.23) that˜
m`1 px, λq
m`2 px, λq
¸
„
xÑ´8
˜
apλq
e2ixλbpλq
¸
,
˜
m`1 px, λq
m`2 px, λq
¸
„
xÑ`8
˜
1
0
¸
,
˜
m´1 px, λq
m´2 px, λq
¸
„
xÑ´8
˜
1
0
¸
,
˜
m´1 px, λq
m´2 px, λq
¸
„
xÑ`8
˜
apλq
´e2ixλbpλq
¸
.
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From these asymptotic relations, (2.21) (forMr´), and (2.22) (forM
r
`), we conclude
that
Mr´px, λq „
xÑ8
e´iλx adσ3
˜
1 ´bpλq{apλq
0 1
¸
Mr`px, λq „
xÑ´8
e´iλx adσ3
˜
1 0
´bpλq{apλq 1
¸
,
so that
Vrpλq “
˜
1´ |rpλq|2 ´rpλq
rpλq 1
¸
where
rpλq “ ´bpλq{apλq.
The Beals-Coifman solutionsMrpx, zq play a fundamental role in the inverse prob-
lem. To describe their large-z asymptotic behavior, recall (cf. Remark 1.2) that
limzÑ8 F pzq “ A uniformly in proper subsectors of CzR if
lim
RÑ8
sup
|z|ěR
argpzqPpα,βq
|F pzq ´A| “ 0
for any proper subinterval pα, βq of p0, piq or ppi, 2piq.
Theorem 2.8 (Right-normalized Beals-Coifman Solutions). Suppose that q P L1pRq.
For each z P CzR, there exists a unique solution to the problem
(2.24)
$’’’&’’’%
d
dx
M “ ´iz adσ3pMq `Q1pxqM,
lim
xÑ`8
Mpx, zq “ I,
Mpx, zq is bounded as xÑ ´8.
The unique solution Mrpx, zq has the asymptotic behavior
lim
zÑ8
Mrpx, zq “ I
as z Ñ 8 in any proper subsector of the upper or lower half-planes. Moreover, Mrpx, zq
has continuous boundary values Mr˘ as ˘ Im z Ó 0 and Re z Ñ λ P R that satisfy the
jump relation
(2.25) Mr`px, λq “ Mr´px, λqe´iλx ad σ3Vrpλq
where
(2.26) Vrpλq “
˜
1´ |rpλq|2 ´rpλq
rpλq 1
¸
and rpλq “ ´bpλq{apλq. If q P L1pRq X L2pRq, then, for each x,
(2.27) Mr˘px, λq ´ I P L2pRq.
Finally, if q P L1pRq X CpRq,
(2.28) qpxq “ lim
zÑ8
2iz pMrq12 px, zq
where the limit is taken as |z| Ñ 8 in any proper subsector of the upper or lower half-
plane.
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Proof. We have already computed the jump relation; the claimed large-z asymp-
totic behavior follows from (2.19) and the analogous statement for m´1 andm
´
2 . iI
remains to show that the Beals-Coifman solutions are unique, to show that (2.27)
holds, and to prove the reconstruction formula (2.28).
To prove uniqueness, suppose that, for given z, M and M7 solve (2.24). We’ll
assume that Im z ă 0 since the proof for Im z ą 0 is similar.
SinceM andM7 both solve (1.11), there is a constant matrix
A “
˜
a11 a12
a21 a22
¸
so that
Mpx, zq “ M7px, zq
˜
a11 e
´2ixza12
e2ixza21 a22
¸
.
Since
ˇˇ
e´2ixz
ˇˇ Ñ 8 as x Ñ `8 while both M, M7 Ñ I as x Ñ `8, it follows
that a12 “ 0. Since
ˇˇ
e2ixz
ˇˇ Ñ 8 as x Ñ ´8 while both M and M7 are bounded,
we conclude that a21 “ 0. Using the normalization at `8 again we conclude that
a11 “ a22 “ 1 andM “M7.
The property (2.27) follows from the series representations form˘1 andm
˘
2 and
an argument similar to the proof of Proposition 2.7.
Finally, we consider the reconstruction formula (2.32). We give the proof for
Im z ą 0 since the proof for Im z ă 0 is similar. First, note that
pMrq12 px, zq “ m`2 px, zq,
it suffices to show that
qpxq “ lim
zÑ8
2izm`2 px, zq.
To see this we use the absolutely and uniformly convergent Volterra series repre-
sentation (2.18), the fact that
lim
zÑ8
2iz
ż 8
x
qpyqe2izpx´yq dy “ qpxq,
and the fact that , for any n ě 2,
lim
zÑ8
2iz
ż
xăy1ă...ăy2n´1
Q2n´1pyqe2izpx´φ2n´1pyqq dy “ 0
by dominated convergence. 
We can also construct “left” Beals-Coifman solutions normalized at ´8 as fol-
lows:
Mℓpx, zq “
˜
m`1 px, zq m´2 px, zq
m`2 px, zq m´1 px, zq
¸˜
1{apzq 0
0 1
¸
, Im z ă 0
and
Mℓpx, zq “ σ1Mℓpx, zqσ1, Im z ą 0.
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Theorem 2.9 (Left-normalized Beals-Coifman solutions). Suppose that q P L1pRq.
For each z P CzR, there exists a unique solution to the problem$’’’&’’’%
d
dx
M “ ´iz adσ3pMq `Q1pxqM,
lim
xÑ´8
Mpx, zq “ I,
Mpx, zq is bounded as xÑ `8.
The unique solution Mℓpx, zq has the asymptotic behavior
lim
zÑ8
Mℓpx, zq “ I
as z Ñ 8 in any proper subsector of the upper or lower half-plane. Moreover, Mℓpx, zq
has continuous boundary values Mℓ˘ on R as ˘ Im z Ó 0 and Re z Ñ λ P R that satisfy
the jump relation
(2.29) Mℓ`px, λq “Mℓ´px, λqe´iλx adσ3Vℓpzq
where
(2.30) Vℓpzq “
˜
1 ´r˘pλq
r˘pλq 1´ |r˘pλq|2
¸
and r˘pλq “ ´bpλq{apλq. If q P L1pRq X L2pRq, then, for each x,
(2.31) Mℓ˘px, λq ´ I P L2pRq.
Finally, if q P L1pRq X CpRq,
(2.32) qpxq “ lim
zÑ8
2iz
`
Mℓ
˘
12
px, zq
where the limit is taken as |z| Ñ 8 in any proper subsector of the upper or lower half-
plane.
We omit the proof.
The large-z asymptotics of Mrpx, zq (resp.Mℓpx, zq) together with the jump re-
lation (2.25) (resp. the jump relation (2.29)) define a Riemann-Hilbert problem. We
will see that, properly formulated, these Riemann-Hilbert problems have unique
solutions given the data r and r˘, offering a means of recovering q from r and r˘.
In fact, r uniquely determines r˘, a, and b, so that the Riemann-Hilbert problem
for Mr can be conjugated to the Riemann-Hilbert problem for Mℓ. To see this,
consider the analytic function F on CzR defined by
(2.33) F pzq “
$’&’%
1{apzq Impzq ą 0,
apzq Impzq ă 0.
From what has already been proved, F pzq is piecewise analytic in CzR, F pzq Ñ 1
as |z| Ñ 8 in any proper subsector of the upper or lower half-plane, and F pzq has
continuous boundary values F˘ on the real axis with
F`pλq “ F´pλqp1 ´ |rpλq|2q
as follows from the definitions of F and r together with the relation (1.9). Taking
logarithms we see that
logF`pλq ´ logF´pλq “ log
`
1´ |rpλq|2˘ .
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Recall that, if f P H1pRq, the function
(2.34) W pzq “ 1
2pii
ż 8
´8
fpζq
ζ ´ z dζ
is the unique function on CzRwithW pzq Ñ 0 as z Ñ8 andW`´W´ “ f , where
W˘ are the boundary values ofW pzq as˘ Im z Ñ 0. Motivated by this fact, we set
Gpzq “ exp
ˆ
1
2pii
ż 8
´8
1
s´ z log
`
1´ |rpsq|2˘ ds˙ .
Note that, for r P L8 X L2 with }r}8 ă 1, we have
Gpzq “ 1`O
ˆ
1
z
˙
as z Ñ 8. The function G satisfies the jump and boundary conditions and is
analytic in CzR. Moreover, the function Hpzq “ F pzq{Gpzq is analytic in the same
region, continuous across the real axis, and limzÑ8Hpzq “ 1. It follows from
Liouville’s theorem that F pzq “ Gpzq, which shows that a is uniquely determined
by r. Since r˘pλq “ rpλqapλq{apλqwe see that r determines r˘.
In what follows, it will be important to note that the boundary values F˘pλq
satisfy the identity
F`pλqF´pλq “ apλq{apλq
as follows easily from the definition.
One can also conjugate the Riemann-Hilbert problem for Mr to that for Mℓ as
follows. Given a function Mrpx, zq solving the “right” Riemann-Hilbert problem
(i.e., the jump condition (2.25) and the normalization condition (2.27)), the function
Mpx, zq “ Mrpx, zq
ˆ
F pzq´1 0
0 F pzq
˙
is easily seen to solve the Riemann-Hilbert problem for Mℓ (i.e., the jump con-
dition (2.29) and the normalization condition (2.31)) since the additional factor
doesn’t change the large-z asymptotic behavior of the solution, while the jump
matricesVr andVℓ are related by the identityVr “ F´σ3´ VℓF σ3` .
2.3. The Inverse Scattering Map. To reconstruct q we will solve the following
Riemann-Hilbert problem (compare RHP 1.1).
Riemann-Hilbert Problem 2.10. Given r P H1,11 pRq and x P R, find a function
Mpx, zq : CzRÑ SLp2,Cq so that:
(i) Mpx, zq is analytic in CzR for each x,
(ii) Mpx, zq has continuous boundary valuesM˘px, λq on R,
(iii) M˘px, λq ´ I in L2pRq, and
(iv) The jump relation
M`px, λq “M´px, λqe´iλx adσ3Vpλq
holds, where
Vpλq “
˜
1´ |rpλq|2 ´rpλq
rpλq 1
¸
.
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We will recover qpxq from
qpxq “ lim
zÑ8
2iz pMq12 px, zq.
Riemann-Hilbert problem 2.10 may usefully be thought of as an elliptic bound-
ary value problem (the analyticity condition means that BM “ 0 on CzR). For
this reason one should be able to reformulate RHP 2.10 as a boundary integral
equation, much as the Dirichlet problem on bounded domain may be reduced to
a boundary integral equation. We now describe such a formulation, due to Beals
and Coifman [7].
First, observe that the jump matrixVpλq admits a factorization of the form
Vpλq “ `I ´ w´pλq˘´1 `I ` w`pλq˘
where
w`pλq “
ˆ
0 0
rpλq 0
˙
, w´pλq “
ˆ
0 ´rpλq
0 0
˙
.
so that
e´iλx adσ3Vpλq “ `I ´ w´x pλq˘´1 `I ` w`x pλq˘
where
w`x pλq “
ˆ
0 0
e2iλxrpλq 0
˙
, w´x pλq “
ˆ
0 ´e´2iλxrpλq
0 0
˙
.
Note that, if r P H1,11 pRq, then w˘ P L8pRq X L2pRqwith }w˘}8 ă 1.
Next, introduce the unknown matrix-valued function
µpx, λq “M`px, λq
`
I ` w`x pλq
˘´1 “M´px, λq `I ´ w´x pλq˘´1
and observe that
M`px, λq ´M´px, λq “ µpx, λq
`
w`x pλq ` w´x pλq
˘
.
Recalling (2.34) and the asymptotic condition onMpx, zq, we conclude that
(2.35) Mpx, zq “ I` 1
2pii
ż
µpx, sq pw`x pλq ` w´x pλqq
s´ z ds.
Using this representation, we can derive a boundary integral equation for the un-
known function µpx, λq which, if solvable, uniquely determines Mpx, zq from the
Cauchy integral formula. For f P H1pRq, define the Cauchy projectors C˘ by
(2.36) pC˘fq pλq “ lim
εÓ0
1
2pii
ż
fpsq
s´ pλ ˘ iεq ds.
The projectors C˘ extend to isometries of L2pRq with C` ´ C´ “ I , the identity
operator onL2pRq. Moreover,C˘ act in Fourier representation asmultiplication by
the respective functions χp0,8q and ´χp´8,0q, where χA denotes the characteristic
function of the set A. Taking limits in (2.35) we recover
M`px, zq “ I` C`
`
µw`x ` µw´x
˘
.
Since
M` “ µ
`
I ` w`x
˘
and
C`pµw`x q “ µw`x ` C´
`
µw`x
˘
we conclude that
(2.37) µ “ I` Cwpµq
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where for a matrix-valued function h and w “ pw`, w´q
(2.38) Cwphq “ C`phw´x q ` C´phw`x q.
The integral operator Cw is called the Beals-Coifman integral operator, and equation
(2.37) is called the Beals-Coifman integral equation. For r P L8pRq X L2pRq, the
operator Cw is a bounded operator on matrix-valued L2pRq functions; moreover,
since the Beals-Coifman solutions are expected to have boundary valuesM˘ with
M˘px, ¨ q ´ I belonging to L2pRq (see Theorem 2.9), it is reasonable to impose the
condition µpx, ¨ q ´ I P L2pRq.
Proposition 2.11. Suppose that x P R and r P H1,11 pRq. There exists a unique solution
µ of the Beals-Coifman integral equation (2.37) with µpx, ¨ q ´ I P L2pRq. Moreover,
µpx, ¨ q ´ I P H1pRq with
(2.39)
››››BµBλpx, ¨ q
››››
L2
À }r}H1,0
1´ }r}L8
}µ´ 1}L2 .
where the implied constant depends only on x.
Proof. Norm the matrix-valued functions on L2pRq by
}F }2L2 “
ż `|F11pλq|2 ` |F12pλq|2 ` |F21pλq|2 ` |F22pλq|2˘ dλ
i.e., }F }2L2 “
ş |F pλq|2 dλ where |A| is the Frobenius norm on 2ˆ 2matrices. Since
}C˘}L2ÑL2 “ 1 and }w˘x }L8 “ }r}L8 , it follows that
}Cw}L2ÑL2 “ }r}L8 ă 1.
Hence pI ´ Cwq´1 exists as a bounded operator on L2pRq. Setting µ7 “ µ´ I, (2.37)
becomes
(2.40) µ7 “ CwpIq ` Cwpµ7q
where CwpIq P L2 since r P L2. Hence
(2.41) µ7 “ pI ´ Cwq´1 CwI
and µ “ I ` µ7. Any two solutions µ1 and µ2 with µ1 ´ I, µ2 ´ I P L2 satisfy
pµ1 ´ µ2q “ Cwpµ1 ´ µ2q so that µ1 “ µ2.
Next, we show that, for each x, µpx, ¨ q ´ I P H1pRq, following closely the argu-
ment in [17, §3]. First suppose that r P C80 pRq. In (2.40), the first right-hand term is
actually a smooth function since C˘ preserve Sobolev spaces. An argument with
difference quotients shows that the derivative of µ7 with respect to λ exists as a
vector in L2 and
(2.42)
Bµ7
Bλ “ Cdw{dλI` Cdw{dλµ
7 ` Cw
ˆBµ7
Bλ
˙
where
Cdw{dλh “ C`
ˆ
h
Bw`x
Bλ
˙
` C´
ˆ
h
Bw´x
Bλ
˙
.
To obtain an effective bound on Bµ7{Bλwe first note that››››Bw˘xBλ
››››
L2
ď c }r}H1,0
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where c depends linearly on x. Next, we recall that for any ε ą 0,
}f}L8 À ε
››f 1››
L2
` ε´1 }f}L2 .
It now follows from (2.42) that››pµ7q1››
L2
ď c ››µ7››
L8
}r}H1,0 ` }r}L8
››››Bµ7Bλ
››››
L2
ď cε ››pµ7q1››
L2
}r}H1,0 ` cε´1
››µ7››
L2
}r}H1,0 ` }r}L8
››››Bµ7Bλ
››››
L2
For εwith cε` }r}L8 ă 1we conclude that (2.39) holds if r P C80 pRq.
To complete the argument, suppose r P H1,0pRq and trnu is a sequence from
C80 pRq with rn Ñ r in H1,0pRq. Let µ7n correspond to rn. Using the second resol-
vent formula, it is easy to see that pI ´ Cwnq´1 Ñ pI ´ Cwq´1 as operators on L2
so that µ7n Ñ µ7 as n Ñ 8. It is now easy to see that µ7 has a bounded weak L2
derivative obeying (2.39). 
For subsequent use, we note a simple but very important consequence of the
proof of Proposition 2.11.
Proposition 2.12 (Vanishing Theorem for RHP 2.10). Suppose that r P H1,0pRq with
}r}L8 ă 1 and x P R. Suppose that npx, zq : CzRÑ SLp2,Cq so that
(i) npx, zq is analytic in CzR,
(ii) npx, zq has continuous boundary values n˘px, λq on R,
(iii) n˘px, ¨ q P L2pRq,
(iv) The jump relation
n`px, λq “ n´px, λqe´iλx adσ3Vpλq
holds, withVpλq as in RHP 2.10.
Then npx, zq ” 0.
Proof. Given such a function npx, zq, let
νpx, λq “ n`px, λq
`
I ` w`x pλq
˘´1 “ n´px, λq `I ´ w´x pλq˘´1 .
Mimicking the arguments that lead to the Beals-Coifman integral equationwe con-
clude that
ν “ Cwν
which shows that ν ” 0 since }Cw}L2ÑL2 ă 1. It now follows from (2.35) with µ
replaced by ν that npx, zq ” 0. 
A piecewise analytic function npx, zq satisfying (i)–(iv) above is called a null
vector for RHP 2.10. Proposition 2.12 asserts that RHP 2.10 has no nontrivial null
vectors.
Since the solution of RHP 2.10 is unique, any transformation of M that leaves
the solution space invariant is a symmetry of the solution. Since
σ1Vpλqσ1 “ Vpλq´1,
it follows that the map
Mpx, zq ÞÑ σ1Mpx, zqσ1
preserves the solution space. This symmetry implies that
(2.43) µpx, λq “ σ1µpx, λqσ1.
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We now define
M`px, λq “ µpx, λq
`
I ` w`x pλq
˘
, M´px, λq “ µpx, λq
`
I ´ w´x pλq
˘
.
The next proposition shows thatMpx, zq are Beals-Coifman solutions for a poten-
tial q determined by the asymptotics of Mpx, zq.
Proposition 2.13. Suppose that r P H1,11 pRq, denote by Mpx, zq the unique solution of
RHP 2.10, and by M˘px, λq the boundary values of Mpx, zq. Then
d
dx
Mpx, zq “ ´iz adσ3 pMq `Q1pxqMpx, zq
where
(2.44) Q1pxq “ 1
2pi
adσ3
ˆż
µpx, sq `w`x psq ` w´x psq˘˙ ds
takes the form
Q1pxq “
ˆ
0 qpxq
qpxq 0
˙
.
Proof. First, by differentiating the solution formula µ´ I “ pI ´ Cwq´1µ and using
the fact that r P H0,1pRq, it is easy to see that pdµ{dxqpx, ¨ q P L2pRq. It follows
from the representation
M˘px, λq ´ I “ C˘
`
µpx, ¨ q `w`x p ¨ q ` w´x p ¨ q˘˘ pλq
the same is true forM˘px, λq´I. We will differentiate the jump relation forM and
use Proposition 2.12. From the jump relation forM˘, we have
(2.45)
ˆ
dM`
dx
` iλ adσ3pM`q
˙
“
ˆ
dM´
dx
` iλ adσ3pM´q
˙
e´ixλ adσ3Vpλq
wherewe usedV “M´1´ M` and the Leibniz rule for the derivationA ÞÑ adσ3pAq.
Using the identity
(2.46) iλpC˘fqpλq “ ´ 1
2pi
ż
fpsq ds` C˘ pp ¨ qfp ¨ qq pλq
and the fact that r P H1,1pRq, we see that
iλ adσ3pM˘q `Q1pxq P L2pRq
where Q1 is the bounded continuous function of x given by (2.44). We conclude
that
npx, zq :“ d
dx
Mpx, zq ` iλ adσ3pMpx, zqq ´Q1pxqMpx, zq
is a null vector for RHP (2.10) for each x, hence identically zero by Proposition
2.12. Finally, the diagonal components of Q1 are zero since Q1 lies in the range of
adσ3p ¨ q, and pQ1q21 “ pQ1q12 owing to the symmetry (2.43). 
Tracing through the definitions we obtain the reconstruction formula
(2.47) qpxq “ ´ 1
pi
ż
rpsqe´2ixsµ11px, sq ds
which together with RHP 2.10 defines the inverse scattering map I : r Ñ q.
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Remark 2.14. The Fre´che´t derivative of the map I at r “ 0 is clearly the map
qpxq “ ´ 1
pi
ż
e´2ixλrpλq dλ.
This map is the inverse map for the Fre´che´t derivative of R (see Remark 2.4).
In the sequel, it will be important to know that
(2.48)
d
dx
µ “ ´iλ adσ3pµq `Q1pxqµ.
This is a simple consequence of Proposition 2.13 and the Leibniz rule for adσ3 (see
Exercise 2.14).
We’ll first show that q P H1,1pRq, and then show that the map r ÞÑ q is a locally
Lipschitz continuous map from H1,11 pRq to H1,1pRq. To aid the analysis, note that
(2.37) has 11 and 12 components
µ11px, λq “ 1` C´
´
µ12px, ¨ qe2ip ¨ qxrp ¨ q
¯
pλq(2.49)
µ12px, λq “ ´C`
´
µ11px, ¨ qe´2ip ¨ qxrp ¨ q
¯
(2.50)
so that µ11´ 1 P RanC´. The following lemma [17, Lemma 3.4] will play a critical
role.
Lemma 2.15. Suppose that r P H1,0pRq. For any x ą 0, the estimates
(2.51)
›››C`e´2ixp ¨ qrp ¨ q›››
L2
À }r}H1,0 p1` x2q´1{2,›››C´e2ixp ¨ qrp ¨ q›››
L2
À }r}H1,0 p1` x2q´1{2
hold.
Proof. By Plancherel’s theorem and the fact that C` acts in Fourier transform rep-
resentation as multiplication by χ`pξq :“ χp0,8qpξq, we may estimate›››C`e´2ixp ¨ qrp ¨ q›››
L2
“
›››χ`prp ¨ ` xq›››
L2
À p1` |x|2q´1{2 }pr}H0,1
where in the last step we used p1 ` |x|2q1{2p1 ` |ξ ` x|2q´1{2 ď 1 for x ą 0 and
ξ ą 0. The other proof is similar. 
Using Lemma 2.15, we can obtain “one-sided” control over the inverse scatter-
ing map.
Proposition 2.16. Suppose that r P H1,11 pRq. Then q as defined by (2.47) belongs to
H1,1pR`q, and the map r ÞÑ q is locally Lipschitz continuous fromH1,11 pRq toH1,1pR`q.
Proof. We write (2.47) as qpxq “ q0pxq ` q1pxq where
q0pxq “ ´ 1
pi
ż
rpsqe´2isx ds
and
q1pxq “ ´ 1
pi
ż
rpsqe´2ixs pµ11px, sq ´ 1q ds.
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Clearly, q0 P H1,1pRq with the correct continuity so it suffices to study q1pxq. From
(2.49) we may write
q1pxq “ ´ 1
pi
ż
C`
´
rp ¨ qe´2ixp ¨ q
¯
psq pµ11px, sq ´ 1q ds
for x ă 0, where we used the facts that µ11 ´ 1 P RanC´, thatż
pC´fqpsqpC´fpsqq ds “ 0
and that C` ´ C´ “ I . From the solution formula (2.41) we have the estimate
}m11px, ¨ q ´ 1}L2 ď
} CwI }L2
1´ }r}8
ď p1 ` x2q´1{2 }r}H1,0
1´ }r}8
where in the last step we used (2.51). By this estimate, Lemma 2.15, and the
Schwartz inequality, we conclude that for x ą 0,
|q1pxq| À 1p1` x2q
}r}H1,0
1´ }r}8
so that in particular q1 P H0,1pR`q.
To show that q11 P L2, we differentiate and use (2.48) to conclude that
(2.52) q11pxq “ ´qpxq
ˆ
1
pi
ż
rpsqe´2isxµ21px, sq ds
˙
.
Since r P L2, µ21px, λq “ µ12px, λq, and µ12px, ¨ q P L2 with bounds uniform in x,
we can bound the integral uniformly in x by the Schwartz inequality and conclude
that q11 P L2pR`q as required.
To obtain the local Lipschitz continuity, first note that r ÞÑ q0 has the required
mapping properties, so it suffices to consider the map r ÞÑ q1. To show that r ÞÑ
q1 is locally Lipschitz continuous into H0,1pR`q, it suffices, by estimates already
given, to show that r ÞÑ p1`|x|2q1{2 pµ11px, ¨ q ´ 1q is locally Lipschitz continuous.
It follows from (2.49)–(2.50) that
µ11 “ 1´Arµ11
where
pArhq pλq “ C´
´
C`
´
hp˛qe2ip˛qxrp˛q
¯
p ¨ qe´2ip ¨ qxrp ¨ q
¯
pλq
Since r P H1,11 pRq, Ar1 P L2 and the operator Ar is bounded from L2 to itself with
norm }r}28 ă 1 so that µ11 is given by the L2 -convergent Neumann series
µ11 ´ 1 “
8ÿ
n“1
Anr p1q
Themap r ÞÑ Anr p1q takes the formFnpr, . . . , r, r, . . . , rqwhere Fn :
´
H
1,1
1 pRq
¯2n
Ñ
L2pRq is a multilinear function obeying the bound
}Fnpr1, . . . , r2nq}L2pRq ď p1` |x|2q´1{2
˜
2n´1ź
i“1
}ri}L8
¸
}r2n}H1,0 .
The required local Lipschitz continuity for µ11 ´ 1 now follows as in the proof of
Proposition 2.3.
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To show that r ÞÑ q1 is locally Lipschitz fromH1,11 pRq toH0,1pR`q, it suffices by
(2.52) to show that r ÞÑ µ21px, ¨ q is locally Lipschitz from H1,11 pRq to L2pRq with
bounds uniform in x P R`. Since µ21 “ µ12, we can use the continuity result for
µ11 and (2.50) to obtain the necessary result. 
The results obtained so far show that the map r ÞÑ q is locally Lipschitz from
H
1,1
1 pRq toH1,1pR`q and so gives “half” of the desired result. To obtain the full lo-
cal Lipschitz continuity result, first note that, by trivial modifications of the proofs,
we can show that r ÞÑ q is locally Lipschitz continuity from H1,11 pRq to H1,1pc,8q
for any c P R. To finish the analysis, we consider the Riemann-Hilbert problem
satisfied by the “left” Beals-Coifman solutions from Theorem 2.9.
Riemann-Hilbert Problem 2.17. Given r P H1,11 pRq and x P R, find a function
Mpx, zq : CzRÑ SLp2,Cq so that:
(i) Mpx, zq is analytic in CzR for each x,
(ii) Mpx, zq has continuous boundary valuesM˘px, λq on R,
(iii) M˘px, λq ´ I in L2pRq, and
(iv) The jump relation
M`px, λq “M´px, λqe´iλx adσ3Vpλq
holds, where
Vpλq “
˜
1 ´r˘pλq
r˘pλq 1´ |r˘pλq|2
¸
.
The associated reconstruction formula is:
(2.53) q˘pxq “ lim
zÑ8
2iz pMq12 px, zq.
We can analyze RHP 2.17 in much the same way as RHP 2.10 and prove:
Proposition 2.18. Suppose that r P H1,11 pRq. Then the map r˘ ÞÑ q˘ is locally Lipschitz
continuous fromH1,11 pRq toH1,1pR´q.
Indeed, the same result holds true of H1,1pR´q is replaced by H1,1pp´8, cqq.
Since the map r ÞÑ r˘ is locally Lipschitz continuous, it remains only to prove that
q “ q˘. To do so we recall that the respective solutions Mrpx, zq and Mℓpx, zq of
RHP’s 2.17 and 2.17 are related by
Mℓpx, zq “ Mrpx, zq
ˆ
F pzq 0
0 F pzq´1
˙
where F pzqwas defined in (2.33) and show to satisfy F pzq “ 1`O p1{zq as z Ñ8.
It follows that
lim
zÑ8
2iz
`
Mℓ
˘
12
px, zq “ lim
zÑ8
2iz pMrq12 px, zq
so that
qpxq “ q˘pxq.
Proposition 2.16, Proposition 2.18, and these observations prove:
Proposition 2.19. The map r ÞÑ q defined by RHP 2.17 and the reconstruction formula
(2.47) defines a locally Lipschitz continuous map fromH1,11 pRq toH1,1pRq.
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To finish the proof of Theorem 1.5, it remains to show that the maps R and I
are one-to-one and mutual inverses.
Let r P H1,1pRq. By solving RHP 2.10 we construct the unique Beals-Coifman
solutions for the potential q “ Iprq. From the Riemann-Hilbert problem satisfied
by the solutions, we read off that q has scattering transform Rpqq “ r, showing
thatR ˝ I is the identity map onH1,11 pRq.
Next, we claim thatR is one-to-one. Suppose that q1, q2 P H1,1pRq andRpq1q “
Rpq2q “ r. If Mp1qpx, zq and Mp2qpx, zq are the respective Beals-Coifman solutions
for q1 and q2, each satisfies RHP 2.10 and so the difference satisfies a homogeneous
RHP as in Proposition 2.12. It now follows from Proposition 2.12 thatMp1qpx, zq “
Mp2qpx, zq. Since q can be recovered from large-z asymptotics of Mpx, zq, it now
follows that q1 “ q2.
2.4. Solving NLS for Schwartz Class Initial Data. In this subsection we prove
Theorem 1.4. We will use the complete integrability of NLS in the following
form: a smooth function qpx, tq solves NLS if and only the overdetermined sys-
tem (1.5) admits a 2ˆ 2matrix-valued fundamental solution Ψpx, t, λq. Recall that
a joint solution Ψpx, t, λq is a fundamental solution if detΨpx, t, λq ą 0 for all px, tq.
Given such a fundamental solution, one can cross-differentiate the system (1.5)
and equate coefficients of Ψxt and Ψtx to obtain (1.4).
We can also give a heuristic derivation of the evolution equations for the scat-
tering data a and b from (1.5), assuming that qpx, tq P S pRq as a function of x. Let
Ψ`px, t, λq denote the Jost solution for qpx, tq. For each t,
Ψ`px, t, λq „
xÑ8
e´iλxσ3
and Ψtpx, t, λq Ñ 0 as xÑ `8. On the other hand,
Ψ`px, t, λq „
xÑ´8
e´iλxσ3T pλ, tq,
where T pλq is given by (1.9) with a “ apλ, tq and b “ bpλ, tq. A joint solution of
(1.5) must take the form Ψpx, t, λq “ Ψ`px, t, λqCptq for a matrix-valued function
Cptq. From the second equation of (1.5) we obtain
(2.54) pΨ`qtCptq `Ψ`C 1ptq “ ´2iλ2σ3Ψ`C ` op1q
where op1q denotes terms that vanish as x Ñ ˘8 for each fixed t owing to the
decay of q and its derivatives. Taking x Ñ `8 in (2.54), we obtain C 1ptq “
´2iλ2σ3Cptq so that, normalizing to Cp0q “ I, we have Cptq “ e´2iλ2σ3t. Tak-
ing xÑ ´8 in (2.54), we obtain
T 1pλqe´iλxσ3Cptq ` T pλqe´iλxσ3p´2iλ2σ3qCptq “ ´2iλ2σ3eiλxσ3T pλqCptq
or
T 1pλq “ ´2iλ2 adσ3T pλq
which implies that
9apλ, tq “ 0, 9bpλ, tq “ 4iλ2bpλq.
We consider the solution Mpz;x, tq of RHP 1.3 and the recovered potential
(2.55) qpx, tq “ ´ 1
pi
ż
r0psqe´2itθµ11ps;x, tq ds
where r0 is the scattering transform of the initial data q0 and θ is the phase function
(1.15). We denote by M˘pz;x, tq the boundary values of the solution to RHP 1.3.
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Note that, by construction, detM˘pλ;x, tq “ 1 for all pλ, x, tq. To prove that (2.55)
solves the NLS equation, we will show that the functions
Ψ˘pλ;x, tq “ M˘pλ;x, tqe´ipλx`2λ2tqσ3 ,
which again have determinant one, solve the overdetermined system (1.5).
To do this, it suffices to show thatM˘ solve
(2.56)
#
Mx “ p´iλ adσ3 `Q1qM
Mt “
`´2iλ2 adσ3 ` 2λQ1 `Q2˘M
We will prove:
Theorem 2.20. Suppose that q0 P S pRq, let r “ Rpqq, let M˘pλ;x, tq be the boundary
values of the solution to RHP 1.3, and let q be given by (2.55). Then q is a classical solution
of the defocussing NLS equation (1.4) with qpx, 0q “ q0.
Proof. Wehave already shown thatM˘ solves the first of equations (2.56) in Propo-
sition 2.13 by differentiating RHP 2.17 with respect to the parameter x and using
Proposition 2.12, the vanishing theorem for RHP 2.17. We will show that the sec-
ond equation in (2.56) holds by differentiating the time-dependent RHP 1.3 with
respect to t and using an analogous vanishing theorem.
The jump matrix in RHP 1.3 may be written
Vpλ;x, tq “ e´itθ ad σ3Vpλq, Vpλq “
˜
1´ |r0pλq|2 ´r0pλq
r0pλq 1
¸
Differentiating the jump relation for M˘ and using the Leibniz rule for adσ3p ¨ q,
we obtainˆ B
Bt ` 2iλ
2 adσ3
˙
M`pλ;x, tq “
ˆ B
Bt ` 2iλ
2 adσ3
˙
M´pλ;x, tqVpλ;x, tq
Wewill show that BM˘{Bt and 2iλ2 adσ3pM˘q´2λQ1M˘´Q2M˘ areL2 bound-
ary values of functions analytic in CzR, so that
n˘pλ;x, tq :“
ˆ B
Bt ` 2iλ
2 adσ3 ´ 2λQ1 ´Q2
˙
M˘
satisfy the hypothesis of Proposition 2.12 for each t. It will then follow that the
functions M˘pλ;x, tq satisfy the second of equations (2.56), showing that qpx, tq is
a classical solution of NLS. It follows from Theorem 1.5 that qpx, 0q “ q0pxq, so that
qpx, tq satisfies the initial value problem.
It remains to show that BM˘{Bt and 2iλ2 adσ3pM˘q ´ 2λQ1M˘´Q2M˘ have
the required properties. This is accomplished in Lemmas 2.21 and 2.22 below.

In what follows we will write h˘ P BCpL2q for a pair of L2 functions ph´, h`q
if h˘ are the boundary values of a function h analytic in CzR. In this language,
conditions (i)–(iii) of Proposition 2.12 state that n˘ P BCpL2q.
Lemma 2.21. Suppose that r P S1pRq and let M˘px, t, λq be boundary values of the
unique solution of the RHP 1.3. Then BM˘{Bt P BCpL2q.
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Proof. First we study Bµ{Btwhere µ solves the Beals-Coifman integral equation
(2.57) µ “ I` Cwx,tµ
where
w˘x,tpλq “ e´itθ adσ3w˘pλq
and
Cwx,th “ C´
`
hw`x,t
˘` C` `hw´x,t˘ .
Differentiating (2.57) we see that
Bµ
Bt “ CBwx,t{Btpµq `
ˆ
Cwx,t
Bµ
Bt
˙
,
Since pI ´ Cwx,tq is invertible, this equation can be solved to show that Bµ{Bt P
L2pRq provided the inhomogeneous term
CBwx,t{Btµ “ C`
˜
µ
Bw´x,t
Bt
¸
` C´
˜
µ
Bw`x,t
Bt
¸
belongs to L2 as a function of λ. Since µ´ I P L2 it suffices to show that Bw˘x,t{Bt P
L8 X L2. Since Bw`x,t{Bt “ iθreitθ and Bw´x,t{Bt “ ´iθre´itθ and θ is a quadratic
polynomial in λ, this follows from the fact that r P S pRq.
SinceM˘ ´ I “ C˘
`
µpw`x,t ` w´x,t
˘
we have
BM˘
Bt “ C˘
«
Bµ
Bt
`
w´x,t ` w`x,t
˘` µ˜Bw´x,tBt ` Bw
`
x,t
Bt
¸ff
It follows from the facts that Bµ{Bt P L2 and r P S1pRq that the expression in
square brackets is an L2 function. This shows that BM˘{Bt P BCpL2q.

In the proof of the next lemma, we will make use of the following large-z
asymptotic expansion for the right-normalized Beals-Coifman solution for r P
S1pRq. Since the Beals-Coifman solution solves the Riemann-Hilbert problem, we
have (compare (2.35))
(2.58) Mpz;xq “ I` 1
2pii
ż
1
s´ z fps;xq ds
where
(2.59) fps;xq “ µps;xq `w´x psq ` w`x psq˘ .
If r P S1pRq then, since µp ¨ ;xq ´ I P L2pRq for each x, the asymptotic expansion
(2.60) Mpz;x, tq „ I`
ÿ
jě0
mjpxq
zj`1
holds. Substituting (2.60) into the differential equation (2.24) we obtain the rela-
tions
i adσ3pm0pxqq “ Q1pxq
m1jpxq “ ´i adσ3pmj`1q `Qmjpxq, j ě 0
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One can compute the coefficientsmipxq by deriving using these relations together
with the boundary condition
lim
xÑ`8
mipxq “ 0.
Given all coefficients up to mj´1, one first computes adσ3pmjq and then uses
adσ3pmjq to find the diagonal ofmj . We will only need the following identities:
m0pxq “
¨˚
˚˝ i2
ż x
`8
|qpsq|2 ds ´ i
2
qpxq
i
2
qpxq ´ i
2
ż x
`8
|qpsq|2 ds
‹˛‹‚,(2.61)
´i adσ3pm1pxqq “
¨˚
˚˝ 0 i2qpxq
ż x
`8
|qpsq|2 ds
´ i
2
qpxq
ż x
`8
|qpsq|2 ds 0
‹˛‹‚(2.62)
`
¨˚
˝ 0 ´ i2qxpxqi
2
qxpxq 0
‹˛‚
We can identify
mjpxq “ ´ 1
2pii
ż
sj´1fps;xq ds,
where f is given by (2.59), using equation (2.58). In the application, µ, w˘, f , mj
and fj also depend parametrically on t.
Lemma 2.22. Fix r P S1pRq, and let M˘px, t, λq be boundary values of the unique
solution to RHP 1.3. Then
2iλ2 adσ3pM˘q ´ 2λQ1M˘ ´Q2M˘ P BCpL2q.
Proof. In what follows we write f˘
.“ g˘ if f˘ ´ g˘ P BCpL2q. In this notation, we
seek to prove that
2iλ2 adσ3pM˘q .“ 2λQ1M˘ `Q2M˘.
We compute
2iλ2 adσ3pM˘q “ 2iλ2 adσ3 pM˘ ´ Iq
“ adσ3
`
2iλ2C˘f
˘
where f is given by (2.59) (but now µ and w˘x also depend on t). Using the identity
(2.63) λ2 pC˘hq pλq “ C˘
`p ¨ q2hp ¨ q˘ pλq ´ λ
2pii
ż
hpsq ds´ 1
2pii
ż
shpsq ds
and identifyingmjpxq with the moments of f , we conclude that
λ2C˘f
.“ λm0px, tq `m1px, tq
so that
2iλ2 adσ3pM˘q .“ 2λQ1 ` 2i adσ3pmp1qq(2.64)
.“ 2λQ1M˘ ` 2λQ1pI´M˘q ` 2i adσ3pm1qM˘
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where we used the facts that I ´M˘ .“ 0 and that Q1 is a bounded function of x.
We compute the second right-hand term in (2.64):
2λQ1 pI´M˘q .“ ´2Q1λC˘f(2.65)
.“ ´2Q1m0
“
¨˚
˚˝ ´i|q|2 iq
ż x
8
|q|2
´iq
ż x
8
|q|2 i|q|2
‹˛‹‚
.“
¨˚
˚˝ ´i|q|2 iq
ż x
8
|q|2
´iq
ż x
8
|q|2 i|q|2
‹˛‹‚M˘
Combining (2.62), (2.64), and (2.65), we conclude that
2iλ2 adσ3pM˘q .“ 2λQ1M˘ `Q2M˘
as claimed.

Exercises for Lecture 2.
Exercise 2.1. Show that if f P H0,1pRq, then f P LppRq for 1 ď p ď 2with
}f}p ď
ˆż
p1` x2q´p{p2´pq dx
˙p2´pq{2p
}f}H0,1 .
Exercise 2.2. Recall the spaceH1pRq defined in (2.2). Show that, if f P H1pRq, then
f is bounded and Ho¨lder continuous with }f}8 ď c }f}H1 and |fpxq ´ fpyq| ď
}f}H1 |x ´ y|1{2. Show also that H1pRq is an algebra, i.e., if f, g P H1pRq, then
fg P H1pRq.
Exercise 2.3. Prove the identities (2.46) and (2.63). You can either use the definition
of C˘ as a limit of Cauchy integrals or use their definition as Fourier multipliers.
Exercises 2.4 – 2.5 outline a proof of local well-posedness for NLS viewed as the
integral equation (2.1).
Exercise 2.4. Let X “ Cpp0, T q;H1pRqq, the space of continuous H1pRq-valued
functions on p0, T q. Fix q0 P H1pRq and define a mapping Φ : X Ñ X by
Φpqq “ eit∆q0 ´ i
ż t
0
eipt´sq∆
`
2|qpsq|2qpsq˘ ds.
Using the result of Exercise 2.2, show that the estimates
}Φpqq}X ď }q0}H1 ` 2c2T }q}3X
}Φpq1q ´ Φpq2q}X ď 2c2T p}q1}X ` }q2}Xq2 }q1 ´ q2}X
hold, where c is the constant in the inequality of Exercise 2.2.
Exercise 2.5. The solution of (2.1) is a fixed point for the map Φpqq. For α ą 0,
denote by Bα the ball of radius α in X .
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(i) Show that for }q0}H1 ă α{2 and 2c2T ă 1{p8α2q (i.e., T sufficiently small
depending on }q0}H1 ), Φmaps Bα into itself.
(ii) Show that, under the same conditions, Φ is a contraction on Bα.
Conclude that, for T sufficiently small, Φ is a contraction on the ball of radius α
and so has a unique fixed point.
Exercise 2.6. Prove Lemma 2.1. Hints: Note that eit∆ is an isometry of H1pRq. Use
the fact thatH1pRq is an algebra (see Exercise 2.2) to conclude that |qnpsq|2qnpsq Ñ
|qpsq|2qpsq inH1 uniformly in s P r0, T s, and take limits in (2.1).
Exercise 2.7. Show that
adσ3
ˆ
a b
c d
˙
“
ˆ
0 2b
´2c 0
˙
and conclude thatA ÞÑ adσ3pAq is a linear map on 2ˆ2matrices with eigenvalues
2, 0, and ´2. Find the eigenvectors and show that
exppt adσ3q
ˆ
a b
c d
˙
“
ˆ
a e2tb
e´2tc d
˙
.
Check that
(2.66) exppt adσ3qpAq “ etσ3Ae´tσ3 .
Exercise 2.8. Show that adσ3p ¨ q obeys the Leibniz rule
adσ3pABq “ adσ3pAqB `A adσ3pBq
and use this to verify (2.45).
Exercise 2.9. Prove Jacobi’s formula for differentiation of determinants:
d
dx
det Φpxq “
nÿ
i“1
det
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˝
Φ1,1pxq Φ1,2pxq . . . Φ1,npxq
Φ2,1pxq Φ2,2pxq . . . Φ2,npxq
...
...
...
Φ1i,1pxq Φ1i,2pxq . . . Φ1i,npxq
...
...
...
Φn,1pxq Φn,2pxq . . . Φn,npxq
‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
.
Show that if we define the adjugate matrix of a nonsingular matrix A by
ApadjAq “ detpAqI
(where I is the nˆ n identity matrix), then Jacobi’s formula may be written
d
dx
detΦpxq “ tr
ˆ
adjpΦpxqqdΦ
dx
pxq
˙
.
Exercise 2.10. Using Jacobi’s formula, show that if Ψptq is a differentiable, N ˆ
N matrix-valued function and Ψ1ptq “ BptqΨptq for a traceless matrix Bptq, then
detΨptq is independent of t. Hint: recall that TrpABq “ TrpBAq for any n ˆ n
matrices A, B.
Exercise 2.11. Show that, ifΨ1 andΨ2 are 2ˆ2nonsingular matrix-valued solutions
of Lψ “ zψ, then Ψ´12 Ψ1 is independent of x.
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Exercise 2.12. Using the result of Exercise 2.11, show that (2.15) holds for any two
nonsingular solutions M1 andM2 of (1.11) (see (2.66)).
Exercise 2.13. Show that the map Ψ ÞÑ σ1Ψpx, zqσ´11 preserves the solution space
of Lψ “ zψ.
Exercise 2.14. Using the fact thatM˘ satisfy (1.11) for z “ λ, show that the same is
true of µ. You will need to use the Leibniz rule from Exercise 2.8 together with the
fact that pd{dxqw`x “ ´iλ adσ3pw`x q.
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3. THE DEFOCUSSING DS II EQUATION
In this lecture we will solve the defocussing Davey-Stewartson equation by in-
verse scattering method. The original lecture in August 2017was based on Perry’s
[38] earlier work, which solved the DS II equation for initial data inH1,1pR2q. Sub-
sequently, Nachman, Regev and Tataru [36] used the inverse scattering method to
prove global well-posedness in L2pRq. In this lecture we will “compromise” by
solving DS II in the space H1,1pR2q but use some of the tools introduced in [36] to
simplify the proof. In particular, we will avoid entirely the resolvent expansions
and multilinear estimates which make the proof in [38] somewhat complicated.
The DS II equation is the nonlinear dispersive equation7
(3.1)
$’&’%
iBtq ` 2
`B2z ` B2z˘ q ` pg ` gqq “ 0,
Bzg ` 4εBz
`|q|2˘ “ 0,
qpz, 0q “ q0pzq
where ε “ `1 for the defocussing equation, and ε “ ´1 for the focusing equation,
and
(3.2) Bz “ 1
2
pBx1 ` iBx2q Bz “
1
2
pBx1 ´ iBx2q .
We will describe the formal inverse scattering theory for either sign of ε, but only
solve the defocussing case (ε “ `1) for initial data inH1,1pR2q. The DSII equation
is the compatibility condition for the following system of equations:" Bzψ1 “ qψ2
Bzψ2 “ εqψ1(3.3) # Btψ1 “ 2iB2zψ1 ` 2i pBzqq ´ 2iqBzψ2 ` igψ1
Btψ2 “ ´2iB2zψ2 ´ 2iε pBzqqψ1 ` 2iεqBzψ1 ´ igψ2
(3.4)
Motivated by the Lax representation (3.3)–(3.4) for the defocussing (ε “ 1) DS II
equation and the formal inverse scattering theory of section 3.3, we will establish
the existence of a scattering transform S : H1,1pR2q Ñ H1,1pR2q associated to the
linear system (3.3) which linearizes the defocussing DS II equation. Using (3.4),
we will see that if sptq “ Sqptq for a solution qptq of the defocussing DS II equation,
then sptq obeys the linear evolution equation
9spk, tq “ 2ipk2 ` k2qspk, tq.
We will show that the scattering transform S satisfies S´1 “ S so that a putative
solution to the defocussing DS II equation is given by
(3.5) qinvpz, tq “ S
ˆ
e
´
2it
´
p ¨ q2`p ¨ q
2
¯¯
pSq0q p ¨ q
˙
pzq
The mapping properties of S established in section 3.4 imply that qinvpz, 0q “ q0
and that pt, q0q ÞÑ qinvp ¨ , t; q0q is a continuous map from p´T, T q ˆ H1,1pR2q to
H1,1pR2q for any T ą 0, Lipschitz continuous in q0. We will then show that qinv
solves the DS II equation for initial data q0 P S pR2q by constructing solutions of
the system (3.3)–(3.4), where q “ qinv, with prescribed asymptotic behavior. It will
follow from Exercise 1.9 that qinv solves the DS II equation for q0 P S pR2q. The
7We have rescaled q to agree with the conventions of [36].
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Lipschitz continuity of S and local well-posedness theory for the DS II equation
then imply that qinv solves the integral equation form (3.24) of DS II for initial data
q0 P H1,1pR2q.
To keep the exposition of reasonable length, we will take as given the results
of Beals-Coifman [8, 9, 10] and Sung [39, 40, 41] that the scattering transform S
maps S pR2q into itself. Our emphasis is on the estimates that extend the map S
toH1,1pR2qwhich enable us to apply the formula (3.5) to initial data in this space.
One can use the techniques developed in these lectures to give a simpler proof
Sung’s results, but we will not carry this out here.
3.1. Preliminaries. As already outlined in the first lecture, both the direct and
inverse scattering transforms are defined via a system of B equations. In this sub-
section we collect some useful estimates on the solid Cauchy transform (see (3.7)),
the Beurling transform (see (3.19)), and other useful integral operators.
The Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev inequality plays a fundamental role in the analy-
sis of B problems and also in the proof of dispersive estimates in the local well-
posedness theory for the DS II equation. For a proof, see for example [34, Section
2.2]. A sharp constant for the Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev inequality together with
an explicit maximizer is given in [33]; see [24] for a simplified proof of the optimal
inequality.
Theorem 3.1 (Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev Inequality). Suppose that 0 ă α ă n,
1 ă p ă q ă 8, and
1
q
“ 1
p
´ α
n
.
If f P LppRnq, the integral
pIαfq pxq “
ż
fpyq
|x´ y|n´α dy
converges absolutely for a.e. x, and the estimate
(3.6) }Iαpfq}Lq Àn,p,α }f}Lp
holds.
The solid Cauchy transform is the integral operator
(3.7)
`B´1z f˘ pzq “ 1pi
ż
1
z ´ wfpwq dw
initially defined on C80 pR2q and extended by density to LppR2q for p P p1, 2q by
(3.9). Proofs of the following fundamental estimates may be found, for instance, in
[44, Chapter I.6] or [5, section 4.3]. Some are exercises at the end of this section. We
leave the formulation of similar results for the conjugate solid Cauchy transform
(3.8)
`B´1z f˘ pzq “ 1pi
ż
1
z ´ wfpwq dw
to the reader.
(1) Fractional integration and L8 estimates. Let p P p1, 2q and let p˚ be the
Sobolev conjugate exponent pp˚q´1 “ p´1 ´ 1{2 for n “ 2. Then, as a consequence
of the Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev inequality (3.6),
(3.9)
››B´1z f››Lp˚ À p }f}Lp .
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On the other hand, an easy argumentwithHo¨lder’s inequality (Exercise 3.3) shows
that for 1 ă p ă 2 ă r ă 8,
(3.10)
››B´1z f››L8 À q,r }f}LppR2qXLrpR2q .
(2) Ho¨lder continuity and asymptotic behavior. If p P p2,8q, if p1 is the Ho¨lder
conjugate of p and if f P Lp X Lp1 , then B´1z f is continuous and
(3.11)
ˇˇ`B´1z f˘ pzq ´ `B´1z f˘ pz1qˇˇ À p }f}Lp ˇˇz ´ z1 ˇˇ1´2{p .
Again assuming f P Lp X Lp1 ,
lim
|z|Ñ8
`B´1z f˘ pzq “ 0.
Next, we consider the model operator
(3.12) S : f Ñ B´1z pqfq
which occurs in the analysis of the scattering transform. An important conse-
quence of (3.9) is that for any q P L2 and any p ą 2, the operator S is a bounded
operator from Lp to itself with operator bound
(3.13) }S}LpÑLp À p }q}L2 ,
so that kerLppI ´ Sq is trivial for }q}L2 sufficiently small.
The operator S is also a compact operator. Recall that a subset V of a met-
ric space is called precompact if the closure of V is compact, and that a bounded
operator A on a Banach space X is compact if A maps bounded subsets of X
into precompact subsets of X . To prove that S is compact, we first discuss the
Kolmogorov-Riesz theorem that characterizes compact subsets of LppRnq. Our
discussion draws on [28, 29] which provides a very readable exposition of the his-
tory and proof of this theorem.
Recall that a metric space pX, dq is said to be totally bounded if, for any ε ą 0,
X admits a finite cover by ε-balls. A metric space is compact if and only if it is
complete and totally bounded, and a subset of a metric space is precompact if and
only if it is totally bounded.
Theorem 3.2 (Kolmogorov-Riesz). A subset F of LppRnq is totally bounded if, and
only if:
(i) F is bounded,
(ii) (uniform decay) For every ε ą 0 there is an R ą 0 so thatż
|x|ěR
|fpxq|p dx ă εp for all f P F,
and
(iii) (Lp-equicontinuity) For every ε ą 0 there is a δ ą 0 so that for every f P F and
every h P Rn with |h| ă δ,ż
Rn
|fpx` hq ´ fpxq|p dx ă εp.
Lemma 3.3. The operator S : LppR2q Ñ LppR2q is compact for any q P L2pR2q and any
p ą 2.
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Proof. We need to show that, for any p ą 2 and any bounded subset B of LppR2q,
the set
tSf : f P Bu
is totally bounded. Since S is a bounded operator by (3.13), (i) of Theorem 3.2 is
obvious. To prove (ii), let χR denote the characteristic function of the set tx : |x| ď
Ru. Then
(3.14) p1´ χ4RqpxqpSfqpxq “
p1 ´ χ4Rq 1
pi
ż
1
x´ y pχRpyq ` p1´ χRpyqqq qpyqfpyq dy
The first right-hand term of (3.14) is bounded by a constant times R2{p´1 }f}Lp
where we used Ho¨lder’s inequality and the estimate
p1´ χ4Rq|x´ y|´1χRpyq À R´1.
The second right-hand term is bounded by a constant times }p1´ χRqq}L2 }f}Lp .
This shows that (ii) holds.
Finally, to show (iii), let ε ą 0 be given. By Exercise 3.12wemaywrite q “ qn`qs
where qn is a smooth function of compact support and }qs}L2 ă ε. We may write
pSfqpxq “ 1
pi
ż
1
x´ y pqnpyq ` qspyqq fpyq dy “ pSnfqpxq ` pSsfqpxq
and estimate }Ssf}Lp À p ε }f}Lp by (3.13). On the other hand, we may compute
pSnfqpx` hq ´ pSnfqpxq “ h
ż
1
x` h´ y
1
x´ y qnpyqfpyq dy.
It follows from Young’s inequality that
}pSnfqp ¨ ` hq ´ pSnfqp ¨ q}Lp ď |h|
››px` hq´1x´1››
Lp
1 }qn}Lp }f}Lp
À |h|1´2{p }qn}Lp }f}Lp .
Hence
}pSfqp ¨ ` hq ´ pSfqp ¨ q}Lp À p
´
2ε` |h|1´2{p }qn}Lp
¯
}f}Lp
which implies the required bound. 
Next, we will discus an estimate on fractional integrals due to Nachman, Regev,
and Tataru. Our Theorem 3.4 is a special case of [36, Theorem 2.3]; as we will see,
this estimate plays a critical role in the analysis of the scattering transform. We
will give a simple direct proof of Theorem 3.4 suggested by Adrian Nachman; in
Exercise 3.4, we outline a complete proof of [36, Theorem 2.3] by the same method.
To state the estimate and introduce some key ingredients of Nachman’s proof,
we first recall that the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function for a locally integrable
function f on Rn is given by
Mfpxq “ sup
rą0
˜
1
|Bpx, rq|
ż
Bpx,rq
|fpyq| dy
¸
where Bpx, rq is the ball of radius r about x P Rn, and | ¨ | denotes Lebesgue mea-
sure. The maximal function is a bounded sublinear operator from LppRnq to itself
for p P p1,8s so that
(3.15) }Mf}Lp À p }f}Lp , p P p1,8s.
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In particular, if f P Lp for p P p1,8s, then pMfqpxq is finite for almost every x.
Next, recall that an approximate identity is a family of nonnegative functionsKt P
L1pRnq, indexed by t P p0,8q, with
(i)
ż
Ktpxq dx “ 1,
(ii) |Ktpxq| ď t´n, and
(iii) |Ktpxq| ď At|x|´pn`1q.
It is not difficult to see that the estimate
|pKt ˚ fq pxq| ÀMfpxq
holds, where the implied constant is independent of t. One example of an approx-
imate identity is the Poisson kernel
Ptpxq “ cn tp|x|2 ` t2qpn`1q{2
where cn is chosen to normalize the integral ofKt to 1.
The action of the Poisson kernel by convolution may be viewed as the action of
a Fourier multiplier with symbol e´t|ξ|. That is, denoting by F the transform
pFfq pξq “
ż
e´ix¨ξfpxq dx,
we have
(3.16) F rpPt ˚ fqs pξq “ e´t|ξ| pfpξq.
Denote by |D|´1 the Fourier multiplier with symbol |ξ|´1. By the identity
|ξ|´1 “
ż 8
0
e´t|ξ| dt
it follows that
|D|´1f “
ż 8
0
pPt ˚ fq pxq dt.
We can now state and prove:
Theorem 3.4. [36] Suppose that p P p1, 2s and f P LppR2q. The estimate
(3.17)
ˇˇ`B´1z f˘ pxqˇˇ À pMfpxqq1{2 ´M pfp0q¯1{2
holds, where pf denotes the Fourier transform of f .
Proof (suggested by Adrian Nachman). The Poisson kernel is an approximate iden-
tity so by standard theory
|pPt ˚ fq pxq| ÀMfpxq
with the implied constant independent of t ą 0. We now write
|D|´1fpxq “
ż R
0
pPt ˚ fq pxq dt` 1p2piq
ż 8
R
eiξ¨xe´t|ξ| pfpξq dξ
“ I1pxq ` I2pxq
where in the second term we used (3.16). We may estimate
|I1pxq| À RMfpxq
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|I2pxq| À
ż
1
|ξ|e
´R|ξ|
ˇˇˇ pfpξqˇˇˇ dξ
À
8ÿ
j“´8
2je´R2
j
2´2j
ż
2j´1ă|ξ|ă2j
ˇˇˇ pfpξqˇˇˇ dξ
À
˜
8ÿ
j“´8
2je´R2
j
¸
M pfp0q
À R´1M pfp0q.
where we introduced a dyadic decomposition in the ξ variable. Thusˇˇ|D|´1fpxqˇˇ À RMfpxq `R´1M pfp0q.
Optimizing in R, we obtain the desired bound (3.17). 
We will usually use this estimate in the form
(3.18)
ˇˇ`B´1z ekf˘ pxqˇˇ À pMfpxqq1{2 ´M pfpkq¯1{2
where pfpkq “ 1
pi
ż
ekpzqfpzq dz
is the natural Fourier transform in this setting.
This estimate is of particular importance because it captures, in a quantitatively
precise way, the effect of the oscillatory factor ek on the behavior of the fractional
integral (In this context, see in particular Lemma 3.13 and the subsequent analysis
of the scattering transform in Section 3.4; in [36], see particularly section 4). It
replaces less precise estimates, based on integration by parts, that were used in
[38] to capture the behavior of solutions as a function of k.
The Beurling operator is defined on C80 pR2q as the principal value integral
(3.19) pSfqpzq “ ´ 1
pi
lim
εÓ0
ż
|z´w|ąε
fpwq
pz ´ wq2 dw
and extends to bounded operator on LppR2q for all p P p1,8q. It is an isometry on
L2. We define
(3.20) Sf “ Sf.
The Beurling operator has the property that
(3.21) SpBzfq “ Bzf
for functions f P C80 pR2q. By density this extends property to functions f P
W 1,ppR2q for p P p1,8q. For a full discussion, see for example, [5, Chapter 4].
3.2. Local Well-Posedness. Next, we review the local well-posedness theory for
the DS II equation due to Ghidaglia and Saut [26]. The results in this subsection
hold for either sign of ε. We first recast (3.1) as an integral equation using the
solution operator V ptq for the linear problem
(3.22) iBtv ` 2
`B2z ` B2z˘ v “ 0
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which is a linear dispersive equation. To formulate the integral equation, observe
that (3.1) may be reformulated as a nonlinear Schro¨dinger-type equationwith non-
local nonlinearity:
(3.23)
#
iBtq ` 2
`B2z ` B2z˘ q ` 4ε `S `|q|2˘` S `|q|2˘˘ q “ 0,
qpz, 0q “ q0pzq
where S is the Beurling operator (3.19) and S is the conjugate Beurling operator
(3.20).
We will say that a function q P Cpr0, T s, L2zpR2qq X L4pR2z ˆ r0, T sq solves the
Cauchy problem (3.1) if q solves the integral equation
(3.24) qptq “ V ptqq0 ` 4iε
ż t
0
V pt´ sq “qpsq `Sp|q|2qpsq ` Sp|q|2qpsq˘‰ ds
as an integral equation in the space
(3.25) X “ Cpp0, T q, L2pR2qq X L4pR2 ˆ p0, T qq.
This integral equation is motivated by Duhamel’s formula (see Exercise 3.5) and
makes sense in this space because of the Strichartz estimates discussed below.
Ghidaglia and Saut [26, Theorem 2.1] prove:
Theorem 3.5. For any q0 P L2pR2q, there is a T ˚ ą 0 and a unique solution qptq
to (3.24) belonging to Cpp0, T ˚q, L2pR2qq X L4pR2 ˆ p0, T ˚qq with qptq “ qp0q and
}qptq}L2 “ }q0}L2 .
Note that the proof of Theorem 3.5 is insensitive to the sign of ε, but does not
guarantee global existence. This is to be expected since there are solutions of the
focussing (ε “ ´1) DS II equation whose L2-mass concentrates to a point in finite
time [37].
The idea of the proof is to show that the mapping
(3.26) Φpuq “ V ptqq0 ` 4iε
ż t
0
V pt´ sq “qpsq `Sp|q|2qpsq ` Sp|q|2qpsq˘‰ ds
is a contraction on the space X for some T ą 0 depending on the initial data q0.
One can reconstruct a complete proof by tracing through standard arguments used
to show that the L2-critical nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation
iut `∆u´ |u|2u “ 0
in two space dimensions is locally well-posed (see for example the text of Ponce
and Linares [34, Section 5.1] or the original paper of Cazenave and Weissler [14]);
dispersive estimates for V ptq are essentially the same as those for the unitary group
exppit∆q, while the nonlinear term in (3.23) is “morally cubic” owing to the fact
that S preserves LppR2q for any p P p1,8q. We will give an outline based on [34,
Section 5.1].
To carry out the proof of Theorem 3.5, we will need the following Strichartz
estimates on V ptq.
Proposition 3.6. Let V ptq be the solution operator for the linear equation (3.22). The
following estimates hold.
}V ptqf}L4z,t À }f}L2(3.27)
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´8
V pt´ sqgpsq ds
››››
L4z,t
À }g}
L
4{3
z,t
(3.28) ››››ż 8
´8
V ptqgptq dt
››››
L2z
À }g}
L
4{3
z,t
(3.29)
These estimates are consequences of the basic dispersive estimate
(3.30) }V ptqf}L8 À t´1 }f}L1
which follows from the representation of V ptqf as a Fourier integral (Exercise 3.6).
One can prove (3.27)–(3.29) for V ptq by mimicking the proof of the analogous esti-
mates for V ptq replaced by eit∆, the solution semigroup for the Schro¨dinger equa-
tion in two space dimensions, given in [34, Section 4.2]. The proofs are essentially
identical since exppit∆q and V ptq both obey the basic dispersive estimate (3.30).
The reader is asked to prove (3.28) in Exercise 3.7.
The first step in the proof of Theorem 3.5 is to show that the mapping (3.26)
preserves a ball in X . Suppose that }q}X ă α. Using the Strichartz estimate (3.29)
on the second right-hand term of (3.26) and the fact that V ptq is unitary on L2 on
the first right-hand term, we may estimate
sup
tPp0,T q
}Φpqptqq}L2 À }q0}L2 ` T 1{4 }q}3L4pR2ˆp0,T qq
À }q0}L2 ` T 1{4α3
where in the first step we used (3.29) and then used Ho¨lder’s inequality in the
integration over t. Similarly, using (3.27) and (3.28) respectively on the first and
second right-hand terms of (3.26), we obtain an estimate of the same form for
}Φpqq}L4pR2ˆp0,T q. Hence, for any q with }q}X ă α,
}Φpqq}X À }q0}L2 ` T 1{4α3.
Choosing α Á }q0}L2 and T 1{4 À α´2, we obtain that }Φpqq}X ď α{2. Note that
the ‘guaranteed’ time of existence decreases with the L2 norm of the initial data.
The next step is to show that Φ is a contraction in the sense that
}Φpq1q ´ Φpq2q}X ď
1
2
}q1 ´ q2}X
for T sufficiently small. Using the Strichartz estimates and the multilinearity of
the map
pq1, q2, q3q ÞÑ q1S pq2q3q
we have
}Φpq1q ´ Φpq2q}X À T 1{4α2 }q1 ´ q2}X
for any q1, q2 with }q1}X , }q2}X ă α. By shrinking T if necessary we can assure
that Φ is a contraction, and hence (3.24) has a unique solution.
3.3. Complete Integrability. In this subsection we will sketch the formal inverse
scattering theory for the DS II equations, tacitly assuming that qp ¨ , tq P S pR2q and
that the scattering transform s P S pR2q, so that various asymptotic expansions
make sense. Sung [39, 40, 41] proved rigorously that the scattering transform q ÞÑ s
maps S pR2q to itself. It follows from these mapping properties that the putative
solution qinv defined by (3.5) belongs to Cpp´T, T q;S pR2qq for any T ą 0. These
facts imply that the functions m1pz, t, kq and m2pz, t, kq which we will construct
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below are bounded smooth functions with asymptotic expansions separately in z
for fixed k or in k for fixed z.
Equation (3.1) is the compatibility condition for the following system of equa-
tions for unknowns ψ1pz, t, kq and ψ2pz, t, kq:
Bzψ1 “ qψ2(3.31a)
Bzψ2 “ εqψ1(3.31b)
Btψ1 “ 2iB2zψ1 ` 2ipBzqqψ2 ´ 2iqBzψ2 ` igψ1(3.32a)
Btψ2 “ ´2iB2zψ2 ´ 2iεpBzqqψ1 ` 2iεqBzψ1 ´ igψ2(3.32b)
Cross-differentiating (3.31a) and (3.32a), assuming pψ1, ψ2q is a joint solution and
that ψ1 and ψ2 are linearly independent, one finds that the DSII equation
(3.33)
#
iqt ` 2
`B2z ` B2z˘ q ` pg ` gqq “ 0
Bzg ` 4εBz
`|q|2˘ “ 0
emerges as a compatibility condition (see Exercise 1.9).
To define and implement the scattering transform, we’ll consider solutions of
(3.31a)–(3.31b) with asymptotics specified by a complex parameter k: we seek so-
lutions of the form8
ψ1 “ C1pk, tqeikzm1, ψ2 “ C2pk, tqeikzm2
where for each fixed t and k,
(3.34)
`
m1pz, k, tq,m2pz, k, tq˘Ñ p1, 0q as |z| Ñ 8.
A calculation similar to the one carried out in section 2.4 shows that
C1pk, tq “ C2pk, tq “ e´2ik2t.
We outline the computation in Exercise 3.8. In the new variables, we find
Bzm1 “ qm2(3.35a)
pBz ` ikqm2 “ εqm1(3.35b)
Btm1 “ 2i
`B2z ` 2ikBz˘m1 ` 2i pBzqqm2 ´ 2iqBzm2 ` igm1(3.35c)
Btm2 “ ´2iB2zm2 ` 2ik2m2 ´ 2iε pBzqqm1 ` 2iεqpBz ` ikqm1(3.35d)
´ igm2
As we will show (see Lemma 3.19), for each fixed time t and position z, the solu-
tions of (3.35a)–(3.35b) obeying the asymptotic condition (3.34) also obey the dual
equations
(3.36)
$’&’’%
Bkm1 “ e´ksm2
Bkm2 “ e´ksm1`
m1pz, k, tq,m2pz, k, tq˘Ñ p1, 0q as |k| Ñ 8.
8We follow the conventions of [36] and denote the renormalized forms of ψ1 and ψ2 respectively
bym1 andm2; the superscripts are not exponents!
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where
ekpzq “ eipkz`kzq
and the scattering transform spk, tq of qpz, tq is defined by
(3.37) m2pz, k, tq “ e´k i
z
spk, tq `O `|z|´2˘ .
Assuming that sp ¨ , tq P S pR2q and that m1 and m2 are bounded, it follows from
(3.36) thatm1 andm2 have large-k asymptotic expansions of the form (see Exercise
3.2) $’’’’&’’’’%
m1pz, k, tq „ 1`
ÿ
jě1
αjpz, tq
kj
m2pz, k, tq „
ÿ
jě1
βjpz, tq
kj
for each fixed z, t. Substituting these expansions into (3.35a)–(3.35b) shows that
(3.38) qpz, tq “ ´iεβ1pz, tq
(see Exercise 3.9).
Thus, to recover qpz, tq, we need (i) an equation of motion for the scattering
transform spk, tq and (ii) a way of reconstructing m1pz, k, tq and m2pz, k, tq from
the scattering transform spk, tq.
We can derive an equation ofmotion for s formally as follows. If we assume that
qp¨, tq P SpR2q, we expect m1 and m2 to have large-z (differentiable) asymptotic
expansions of the form
(3.39)
$’&’’%
m1pz, k, tq „ 1` apk, tq
z
`O `|z|´2˘
m2pz, k, tq „ e´kpzqbpk, tq
z
`O `|z|´2˘
Note that, comparing the second equation of (3.39) with (3.37), we have bpk, tq “
ispk, tq. Substituting these expansions into (3.35c)–(3.35d) and taking |z| Ñ 8, we
see that
9apk, tq “ 0, 9bpk, tq “ 2i
´
k2 ` k2
¯
bpk, tq.
Thus, formally, the map q ÞÑ pa, bq gives action-angle variables for the flow (3.33).
In particular, if qpz, tq solves the DSII equation, then the scattering data obeys the
linear evolution
spk, tq “ e2it
´
k2`k
2
¯
spk, 0q.
It remains to show how qpz, tq, the solution of the DSII equation, may be re-
covered from spk, tq. Here we use the fact that m1 and m2, now regarded also as
functions of time, obey the equations
(3.40)
$’’&’’%
Bkm1 “ eitϕsm2
Bkm2 “ eitϕsm1
m1pz, kq ´ 1,m2pz, kq Ñ 0 as |k| Ñ 8
where spkq is the scattering transform of the initial data qpz, 0q, and
(3.41) ϕpz, k, tq “ 2
´
k2 ` k2
¯
´ kz ` kz
t
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is a phase function formed from e´k and the evolution for s. We can then recon-
struct qpz, tq from the asymptotics ofm2pz, k, tq using (3.38).
The proof that qpz, tq so defined in fact solves (3.1) uses the Lax representation
(3.35a)–(3.35d). In the case ε “ 1, we will show that m1pz, k, tq and m2pz, k, tq
defined by (3.40) generate a solution of the Lax equations (3.31a)–(3.32b) where
qp ¨ , tq is the scattering transform of sp ¨ , tq. It will then follow that qpz, tq, defined
as S psp ¨ , tqq, solving the DSII equation.
In what follows, we will study the scattering transform S in depth to obtain the
Lipschitz mapping property (section 3.4). In order to prove the solution formula
(1.23), it suffices to check initial data q0 P S pR2q. In section 3.5, we use the Lax
representation (3.3)–(3.4) to show that (1.23) does indeed generate a solution to
(1.17).
3.4. The Scattering Map. We now define the scattering transform S : q Ñ s more
precisely. Given q P H1,1pR2q and k P C, one first solves the linear system
(3.42)
$’’&’’%
Bzm1pz, kq “ qpzqm2pz, kq
pBz ` ikqm2pz, kq “ qpzqm1pz, kq
m1p ¨ , kq ´ 1, m2p ¨ , kq P L4pR2q.
One then computes the scattering transform from the integral representation
(3.43) spkq “ pSqq pkq :“ ´ i
pi
ż
R2
ekpzqqpzqm1pz, kq dz.
This definition accords with the definition (3.37) given by asymptotic expansion
of m2pz, k, tq if q P S pR2q because one can compute the first term in the large-z
asymptotic expansion for m2pz, k, tq explicitly (Exercise 3.10; in keeping with the
emphasis of this section, t-dependence is suppressed). Note that, in this normal-
ization, S is an antilinear map. Its linearization at q “ 0 is an “antilinear Fourier
transform”
(3.44) pfpkq “ pFafq pkq :“ ´ i
pi
ż
R2
ekpzqfpzqdz.
It is easy to check, using standard Fourier theory, that Fa “ F´1a defines an isom-
etry from L2pR2q onto itself and a Lipschitz continuous map from H1,1pR2q onto
itself (Exercise 3.11). Thus,
(3.45) pSqq pkq “ pFaqq pkq ´ i
pi
ż
ekpzqqpzq
`
m1pz, kq ´ 1˘ dz.
Equation (3.45) provides a useful way to understand the scattering transform:
it is a perturbation of the linear Fourier transform in which the integral trans-
form also depends on q. In [36], the authors exploit the fact that the second term
may be viewed as a pseudodifferential operator whose mapping properties can
be controlled by estimates on the ‘symbol’ apx, ξq “ m1pξ, xq ´ 1 (the reversal of
arguments px, ξq inm1 is deliberate!).
We will prove:
Theorem 3.7. The scattering transform S is a locally Lipschitz continuous map from
H1,1pR2q onto itself. Moreover, S “ S´1
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Proof. We begin with a reduction. Suppose we can prove that }Sq1 ´ Sq2}H1,1 À
}q1 ´ q2}H1,1 for q1, q2 P S pR2q with constants uniform in q1, q2 P S pR2q having
H1,1pR2q norm bounded by a fixed constant, We can then extend the map S by
density to a nonlinear mapping on H1,1pR2q with the same continuity properties.
Similarly, if S “ S´1 on S pR2q, this identity extends by density toH1,1pR2q.
The claimed mapping properties of S for q1, q2 P S pR2q are proved in Propo-
sitions 3.14, 3.17, and 3.18 of what follows. The property S “ S´1 on S pR2q is
proved in Proposition 3.20. 
The proofs of Propositions 3.14, 3.17, 3.18, and 3.20 rest on a careful analysis of
the solutions to (3.42). Some of the results along the way are proved for q P L2pR2q
or q P H1,1pR2q. Although we follow the outline of [38], we use ideas of [36] at a
number of points to simplify the proofs.
3.4.1. Existence and Uniqueness of Solutions. First, we will show that (3.42) has a
unique solution for each q P H1,1pR2q and k P C. The following “vanishing the-
orem” for B-problems is originally due to Vekua [44], was used by Beals-Coifman
[8], and was improved to the form stated here by Brown and Uhlmann [13]. The
short and elegant proof we give here is taken from the paper of Nachman, Regev,
and Tataru [36, proof of Lemma 3.2].
Theorem 3.8. Suppose that a P L2pR2q, u P LppR2q for some p ą 2, and Bzu “ au in
distribution sense. Then u “ 0.
Proof. [36] Define
anpxq “
$’&’%
apxq, |x| ă n and |apxq| ă n
0, otherwise
and as “ a ´ an. We then have a “ an ` as where an P Lp1 X Lp2 for some
1 ă p1 ă 2 ă p2 and }as}L2 is small for n large. Let
νpzq “
$’’&’’%
exp
ˆ
´B´1z an
u
u
˙
pzq, upzq ‰ 0
1, upzq “ 0
The function uν obeys
Bzpuνq “ aspuνq
so that, choosing n large enough, we may conclude that uν “ 0, by the remarks
following (3.12). On the other hand, ν and ν´1 belong to L8 by (3.10). Hence,
u “ 0. 
A short computation using the operator identity
(3.46) pBz ` ikq “ e´kBzek
shows that the functions
(3.47) m˘pz, kq “ m1pz, kq ˘ e´km2pz, kq
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solve the system
(3.48)
#
Bzm˘pz, kq “ ˘e´kqpzqm˘pz, kq,
m˘ ´ 1 P L4pR2q
Proposition 3.9. There exists a unique solution of (3.42) for any k P C and q P L2pRnq.
Proof. We prove uniqueness first. Suppose that pm1,m2q and pn1, n2q solve (3.42)
for q P L2. We claim thatm1 “ n1 andm2 “ n2. Setting
w1 “ m1 ´ n1, w2 “ m2 ´ n2,
we obtain a solution pw1, w2q of (3.42) with w1p ¨ , kq andw2p ¨ , kq in L4pR2q, so that
the same is true ofw˘ under the change of variable (3.47). By Theorem 3.8, w˘ “ 0,
so pw1, w2q “ 0.
In order to prove existence of solutions to (3.42), it suffices to solve (3.48). To
this end, consider the equation
(3.49) Bzw ` e´kuw “ ´e´ku
where one should think of w asm˘´ 1 and u as¯q. This equation is equivalent to
the integral equation
w ´ Tw “ B´1z pe´kuq
where
Tf “ B´1z
`
e´kuf
˘
.
The operator T is the composition of the operator S with complex conjugation (the
factor e´k can be absorbed into the definition of q in (3.12)). Hence, by Lemma 3.3,
T is a compact operator. Since T is compact, pI ´ T q is a Fredholm operator.
We claim that, by Theorem 3.8, kerL4pI ´ T q is trivial. If so, it follows from the
Fredholm alternative that pI ´ T q´1 is a bounded operator on L4 and that
(3.50) w “ pI ´ T q´1 `B´1z pe´kuq˘
solves (3.49). Suppose then that f P kerL4pI ´ T q, i.e., Tf “ f . Then f is a weak
solution of the equation Bzf “ e´kqf and hence, by Theorem 3.8, f “ 0. This
finishes the proof. 
We end this subsection with a resolvent estimate on pI´T q´1. This is one of the
key points wherewe use the smoothness of q P H1,1pR2q. Very different techniques
are used in [36, §3] to control the resolvent assuming only that q P L2pR2q.
We will exploit the integration by parts formula
(3.51)
1
pi
ż
1
z ´ we´kfpwq dw “ ´
e´kpzqfpzq
ik
` 1
ik
ż
1
z ´ we´kpwqpBzfqpwq dw
(see Exercise 3.13).
From this identity it follows that
(3.52) pTfqpzq “ ´ 1
ik
e´kpzqqpzqfpzq ` 1
ik
ż
1
z ´ we´kpwqBzpqfqpwq dw.
Using the estimate (3.9) and (3.52), we see that
}Tf}L4 À
1
|k|
`››qf››
L4
` ››Bz `qf˘››L4{3˘
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so that ››T 2f››
L4
À 1|k| p}qT f}L4 ` }Bz pqT fq}L4{3q
À 1|k|
´
}q}L8 }Tf}L8 ` }Bzq}L2 }Tf}L4 ` }q}2L4 }f}L4
¯
À 1|k|
´
}q}L8 }q}L8{3 ` }Bzq}L2 }q}L2 ` }q}2L4
¯
}f}L4
SinceH1pR2q is continuously embedded in LppR2q for all p ě 2 (see Exercise 3.15),
it follows that
(3.53)
››T 2››
L4ÑL2
À 1|k| }q}
2
H1
From (3.53) and the identity pI´T q “ pI´T 2q´1pI`T q, we immediately obtain
the following large-k resolvent estimate.
Lemma 3.10. Fix R ą 0. There is an N “ NpRq so that for all k P C with |k| ě N and
all q P H1pR2q with }q}H1 ď R, the estimate
››pI ´ T q´1››
L4ÑL4
ď 2 holds.
To obtain uniform resolvent estimates (i.e., estimates valid for all k P C and q in
a bounded subset of H1,1pR2q), we now follow the ideas of [38]. Using a different
approach, Nachman, Regev, and Tataru obtain similarly uniform estimates for q in
a bounded subset of L2 (see [36, Section 3]).
In our case, Lemma 3.10 gives uniform control for q in a bounded subset of
H1,1pR2q and sufficiently large |k|. It remains to control the resolvent for pk, qq
with k in a bounded subset of C and q in a bounded subset of H1,1pR2q.
Lemma 3.11. Let B be a bounded subset ofH1,1pR2q ˆ C. Then
sup
pq,kqPB
››pI ´ T q´1››
L4ÑL4
ă 8.
Proof. Write T as T pq, kq to show the dependence of the operator on q P L2pR2q
and k P C. We prove the required estimate in two steps. First, we show that the
mapping
(3.54) L2pR2q ˆ C Q pq, kq ÞÑ pI ´ T pq, kqq´1 P BpL4q
is continuous. Second, we show that ifB is a bounded subset ofH1,1pR2qˆC, then
B is a pre-compact subset in L2pR2q ˆ C. Thus the resolvents tpI ´ T q´1 : pq, kq P
Bu, as the image of a pre-compact set under a continuous map, form a bounded
subset of BpL4q.
First we consider continuity of the map (3.54). By the second resolvent formula,
it suffices to show that the map pq, kq ÞÑ T pk, qq is continuous from L2pR2q ˆ C to
BpL4q. But ››T pk, qq ´ T pk1, q1q››
L4ÑL4
ď ››T pk, qq ´ T pk1, qq››
L4ÑL4
(3.55)
` ››T pk1, qq ´ T pk1, q1q››
L4ÑL4
À }pek ´ ek1qq}L2 `
››q ´ q1››
L2
where in the second step we used (3.13) (where q now includes the factor ek) and
the linearity of S in q. The continuity is immediate.
Pre-compactness of B as a subset of L2pR2q ˆ C follows from the Kolmogorov-
Riesz Theorem and is left as Exercise 3.16. 
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We can also prove Lipschitz continuity of the resolvent as a function of q.
Lemma 3.12. Fix R ą 0 and q1, q2 P H1,1pR2q with }qi}H1,1 ď R, i “ 1, 2. Then
sup
kPC
››pI ´ T pq1, kqq´1 ´ pI ´ T pq2, kqq´1››L4ÑL4 ÀR }q1 ´ q2}L2 .
Proof. This is a consequence of Lemma 3.11, the estimate (3.55), and the second
resolvent formula. 
3.4.2. Estimates on the scattering transform. In order to analyze the scattering trans-
form, we need estimates on the regularity in k and large-k behavior of the scatter-
ing solutionsm1pz, kq andm2pz, kq. In essence, this entails understanding the joint
pz, kq behavior of solutions to the model equation (3.49).
In order to do this, we need (i) estimates on the resolvent pI´T q´1 uniform in k
and (ii) estimates on the joint pz, kq behavior of the function B´1z pe´kqq. In [38] both
of these steps were accomplished using the smoothness and decay of q (i.e., using
q P H1,1pR2q). In [36], the authors need only assume that q P L2: they use ideas
of concentration compactness [25] to obtain the required control of the resolvent,
and use the fractional integral estimates from Theorem 3.4 to control B´1z pe´kqq.
In these notes, we will take an intermediate route and borrow insights from
[36] to provide a cleaner and more concise proof of the main results in [38]. In
particular, by exploiting Theorem 3.4, we will avoid the multilinear estimates and
resolvent expansions used in [38]. A number of calculations below also exploit the
ideas behind [36, Theorem 2.3], a sharp L2 boundedness theorem for non-smooth
pseudodifferential operators.
We begin with a mixed-Lp estimate which actually holds for q P L2 (see [36,
Lemma 4.1]). The technique of proof is borrowed from [36, Lemma 4.1], with
our weaker resolvent estimate from Lemma 3.11 used instead of their stronger L2
estimate [36, Theorem 1.1].
Lemma 3.13. Suppose that q P H1,1pR2q and that pMpqqpkq is finite. Let m1 andm2 be
the unique solutions of (3.42). Then
(3.56)
››m1p ¨ , kq ´ 1››
L4
` ››m2p ¨ , kq››
L4
ď C p}q}H1q pMpq qpkq1{2
Moreover, the maps q ÞÑ m1 and q ÞÑ m2 are locally Lipschitz continuous as maps from
H1,1pR2q to L4pR2z ˆ R2kq.
Proof. By the definition (3.47) ofm˘ and the equation (3.48) obeyed bym˘, it suf-
fices to prove the estimate
}w}L4 ď C p}q}H1,1 q pMpqq pkq1{2
for solutions w of the model equation (3.49).
From the solution formula (3.50), we estimate
}w}L4 À
››pI ´ T q´1››
L4ÑL4
}Bz pe´kuq}L4
À C p}q}H1,1 q }u}1{2L2 pMpuq pkq1{2
where we used Lemma 3.11 and the fractional integral estimate (3.18). This esti-
mate now implies (3.56).
An immediate consequence of (3.56) is the estimate
(3.57)
››m1 ´ 1››
L4pR2zˆR
2
k
q
` ››m2››
L4pR2zˆR
2
k
q
ď C p}q}H1,1q }q}1{2L2 .
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The Lipschitz continuity follows from Lemma 3.12, the solution formula (3.50),
and (3.15). 
We can now prove:
Proposition 3.14. The scattering transform S is bounded and Lipschitz continuous from
H1,1pR2q to L2pR2q.
Proof. As already discussed, it suffices to prove the Lipschitz continuity estimates
for q P S pR2q. We use the fact that q P S pR2q in the computations leading to
(3.59).
By equation (3.45), it suffices to show that the integral
(3.58) Ipkq “ ´ i
pi
ż
ekpzqqpzq
`
m1pz, kq ´ 1˘ dz
defines an L2 function of k, locally Lipschitz as a function of q. From (3.42), we
may write m1pz, kq ´ 1 “ B´1z
`
qp ¨ qm2p ¨ , kq˘ and change orders of integration to
obtain
(3.59) Ipkq “ ´ i
pi
ż “B´1z pekqq pzq‰ qpzqm2pz, kq dz
and conclude from the estimate (3.17) and Lemma 3.13 that
|Ipkq| À C p}q}H1 q pMpqpkqq1{2 ż pMqpzqq1{2 |qpzq| |m2pz, kq| dz
ď C p}q}H1 q pMpqpkqq1{2 }q}3{2L2 ››m2p ¨ , kq››L4
where in the second line we used (3.15). Using (3.57) and Ho¨lder’s inequality, we
conclude that I P L2 with
}I}L2 À C p}q}H1q }q}2L2 .
To show Lipschitz continuity, we note that, by (3.59),
Ipk; q1q ´ Ipk; q2q “(3.60)
i
pi
ż “
q1pzqB´1z pekq1qpzq ´ q2pzqB´1z pekq2qpzq
‰
m2pz, k; q1q dz
` i
pi
ż “
q2pzqB´1z pekq2qpzq
‰ `
m2pz, k; q1q ´m2pz, k; q2q
˘
dz
Themap q ÞÑ q B´1z pekqq is Lipschitz continuous fromL2pR2q intoL4pR2k;L4{3pR2zqqq
by multilinearity, (3.15), and (3.18) (see Exercise 3.17). The map q ÞÑ m2pz, k; qq is
Lipschitz continuous fromH1,1pR2q into L4pR2z ˆ R2kq by Lemma 3.13. 
Remark 3.15. The “integration by parts” that transforms (3.58) to (3.59) is also one
of the key ideas behind the proof of the L2 boundedness theorem for pseudodiffer-
ential operators with non-smooth symbols, Theorem 2.3, in [36]. Tracing through
the argument used to estimate Ipkq, it is easy to see that the same argument proves
that
Ipf, kq “ ´ i
pi
ż
ekpzqfpzq
`
m1pz, kq ´ 1˘ dz
satisfies the estimate
|Ipk, fq| À C p}q}H1q
´
pM pfpkq¯1{2 }f}L2 ››m2p ¨ , kq››L4
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so that
(3.61) }Ip ¨ , fq}L2 À C p}q}H1 q }q}L2 }f}L2 .
To prove Theorem 3.7, it remains to show that, for q P H1,1pR2q, Sq P H1pR2q
and Sq P L2,1pR2q, and that the corresponding maps are locally Lipschitz con-
tinuous. As a first step, we show that, if q P H1,1pR2q, then Sq P LppR2q for all
p P r2,8q.
Proposition 3.16. For any p P r2,8q, the scattering transform S is locally Lipschitz
continuous fromH1,1pR2q to LppR2q.
Proof. The Fourier tranform has this mapping property by the Hausdorff-Young
inequality and the fact that H1,1 ãÑ Lq for q P p1, 2s (see Exercise 3.14). Hence,
owing to (3.45), it suffices to prove that the map q ÞÑ Ipkq defined by (3.58) has the
required continuity.
Using (3.59), the fractional integral estimate (3.18), and the a priori estimate
(3.56) onm2, we may estimate
|Ipkq| À
ż ˇˇB´1z pekqqpzqˇˇ |qpzq| ˇˇm2pz, kqˇˇ dz
À C p}q}H1,1 q
”
pMpqqpkq1{2pMqqpzq1{2ı2 |qpzq| dz
À C p}q}H1,1 q }q}2L2 pMpqqpkq
which shows that I P LppR2q for any p ą 2 by the Hausdorff-Young inequality
again. The proof of Lipschitz continuity uses (3.60) and analogous estimates. 
Proposition 3.16 allows us to prove:
Proposition 3.17. The map S is locally Lipschitz continuous fromH1,1pR2q toH1pR2q.
Proof. It suffices to prove the Lipschitz estimate for q P S pR2q. In view of Propo-
sition 3.14, property (3.21) of the Beurling transform, and the boundedness of the
Beurling transform on Lp, it suffices to show that the map q ÞÑ BzI (where the
differentiation is with respect to k) is locally Lipschitz continuous from H1,1pR2q
into L2pR2q. In Lemma 3.19, we will show that, for q P S pR2q, m1 and m2 also
solve the Bk-problem (3.62). Thus, for q P S pR2qwe may compute
Bkspkq “
1
pi
ż
ekpzqzqpzqm1px, kq dz ´ i
pi
spkq
ż
qpzqm2pz, kqdz
“ I1 ` I2
Tracing through the proof of Proposition 3.14 with q replaced by zq, we conclude
that I1 defines anL2 function of k, Lipschitz continuous in q. It remains to estimate
I2.
By Proposition 3.16, s P L4pR2q, so it suffices to show that the integral defines
a Lipschitz map from q P H1,1pR2q to L4pR2kq. Since m2 P L4pR2z ˆ R2kq and q P
H1,1pR2q Ă L4{3pR2zq, this is a consequence of Ho¨lder’s inequality and Lemma
3.13. 
To complete the proof of Theorem 3.7, we show that Sq P L2,1pR2q with appro-
priate Lipschitz continuity.
Proposition 3.18. The map S is locally Lipschitz continuous fromH1,1pR2q toL2,1pR2q.
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Proof. We need only show that q ÞÑ Ipkq has the above property, where Ipkq is
defined by (3.58). We begin with a computation for q P S pR2q, using the trivial
identity Bzek “ ikek and integration by parts:
kIpkq “ ´ 1
pi
ż
ekpzqBz
´
qpzq `m1pz, kq ´ 1˘¯ dz
“ I1 ` I2
where
I1 “ ´ 1
pi
ż
ekpzq pBzqq pzqm1pz, kq dz,
I2 “ ´ 1
pi
ż
ekpzq|qpzq|2m2pz, kq dz,
and we used the first equation in (3.42) to simplify I2.
The integral I1 defines an L2 function of k since Bzq P L2pR2q by an argument
similar to the proof of Proposition 3.14. To analyze I2, we use the second equation
in (3.42) to write
I2 “
ż
|qpzq|2B´1z
`
ekp ¨ qqp ¨ qm1p ¨ , kq
˘ pzq dz
“ I21 ` I22
where
I21 “
ż
|qpzq|2B´1z pekqq pzq dz,
I22 “
ż
|qpzq|2B´1z
`
ekqp ¨ q
`
m1p ¨ , kq ´ 1˘˘ pzq dz.
By “integration by parts” we have
I21 “ ´
ż
ekpzqqpzqB´1z
`|q|2˘ pzq dz
which exhibits I21 as the Fourier transform of an L
2 function since |q|2 in L4{3pR2q.
On the other hand
I22 “ ´
ż
ekpzqqpzq
“B´1z `|qp ¨ q|2˘‰ pzq `m1pz, kq ´ 1˘ dz
which exhibits I22 in the form Ipk, fq (see Remark 3.15) where f is the L2 function
qB´1|q|2. The needed L2 bound is a direct consequence of (3.61).
As usual, the proof of Lipschitz continuity rests on the multilinearity of explicit
expressions involving q and the Lipschitz continuity ofm1 andm2 viewed as func-
tions of q. To prove that I1 is locally Lipschitz continuous, one mimics the proof
that I is Lipschitz beginning with (3.60) in the proof of Proposition 3.14. To show
that I2 is Lipschitz continuous, one notes that I21 is an explicit multilinear func-
tion of q , while I22 can be controlled by the same method used to prove Lipschitz
continuity of I on the proof of Proposition 3.14. 
It now follows that S, initially defined on S pR2q, extends to a locally Lipschitz
continuous map fromH1,1pR2q to itself. It remains to prove that S´1 “ S.
By the Lipschitz continuity of S onH1,1pR2q, it suffices to prove that S “ S´1 on
the dense subset S pR2q. The idea of the proof is to use uniqueness of solutions to
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the system (3.42) together with the fact that, for q P S pR2q, the functions pm1,m2q
satisfy both the system (3.42) and the following system of Bk-equations.
Lemma 3.19. Suppose that q P S pR2q and let pm1,m2q be the unique solutions to (3.42).
Then, for each z P C,
(3.62)
$’’&’’%
Bkm1pz, kq “ e´kspkqm2pz, kq
Bkm2pz, kq “ e´kspkqm1pz, kq
m1pz, kq ´ 1, m2pz, kq “ O `|k|´1˘
where spkq is given by (3.43)
Proof. For q P S pR2q, the solutions pm1,m2q of (3.42) have the large-z asymptotic
(differentiable) expansions
m1pz, kq “ 1`O `|z|´1˘
m2pz, kq “ e´kpzq ispkq
z
`O `|z|´2˘
where s is given by (3.43) (see Exercise 3.10 and the comments after (3.43)). If
v1 “ Bkm1 and v2 “ Bkm2 then, differentiating (3.42) with respect to k we recover
Bzv1 “ qv2
pBz ` ikq v2 “ qv1
It follows from the asymptotic expansions form1 andm2 above that v1 “ O `|z|´1˘
but v2 “ e´kspkq ` O
`|z|´1˘. Hence, in order to use the uniqueness theorem for
solutions of (3.42), we need to make a subtraction to remove the constant term in
v2. Setting
w1pz, kq “ Bkm1 ´ e´ksm2, w2 “ Bkm2 ´ e´ksm1,
and using (3.42), we conclude that
Bzw1 “ qw2
pBz ` ikqw2 “ qw1
where w1 and w2 areO
`|z|´1˘ as |z| Ñ 8. Hence by Proposition 3.9, w1 “ w2 “ 0.
Since w1 and w2 are smooth functions of z and k, it follows that the first two of
equations (3.62) hold for each z.
It remains to show that, for each fixed z,m1pz, kq´ 1 andm2pz, kq areO
`|k|´1˘
as |k| Ñ 8. For q P S pR2q, the functionsm1 andm2 are smooth functions of z and
k with bounded derivatives (see Sung [39, section 2]). From the integral formulas
m1pz, kq “ 1` 1
pi
ż
1
z ´ ζ qpζqm
2pζ, kq dζ(3.63)
ekpzqm2pz, kq “ 1
pi
ż
1
z ´ ζ ekpζqqpζqm
1pζ, kq dζ(3.64)
we first note that it is enough to prove that m2pz, kq “ O `|k|´1˘ uniformly in z
since it will then follow from (3.63) thatm1pz, kq´ 1 “ O `|k|´1˘. We can integrate
by parts in (3.64) to see that
ekpzqm2pz, kq “ 1
ik
ekpzqqpzqm1pz, kq ´ 1
piik
ż
1
z ´ ζ ekpζqBζ
´
qpζqm1pζ, kq
¯
dζ
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which shows thatm2pz, kq “ O `|k|´1˘. 
Given spkq P S pR2q, the inverse scattering transform Ss is computed by solving
the system
(3.65)
$’&’’%
Bkn1pk, zq “ spkqn2pk, zq
pBk ` izqn2pk, zq “ spkqn1pk, zq
n1pk, zq ´ 1, n2pk, zq “ O `|k|´1˘
and extracting Ss from the asymptotic expansion
n2pk, zq “ e´zpkq i
k
pSsq pzq `O `|k|´2˘ .
The system (3.65) is uniquely solvable by Proposition 3.9. On the other hand, if
m1 and m2 solve (3.42) for given q P S pR2q and s “ Sq, these functions also
solve (3.36). A short computation shows that n1pk, zq “ m1pz, kq, n2pk, zq “
e´zpkqm2pz, kq solve the system (3.65). Since this solution is unique, we may com-
pute Ss using the large-k expansion ofm2pz, kq (see Exercise 3.9):
n2pk, zq “ e´zpkqm2pz, kq
“ e´zpkq
ˆ
iqpzq
k
`O `|k|´2˘˙
“ e´zpkq iqpzq
k
`O `|k|´2˘
to conclude that Ss “ q. We have proved:
Proposition 3.20. Suppose that q P S pR2q. Then SpSpqqq “ q.
3.5. Solving the DSII Equation. In this subsection we use the scattering trans-
form to solve (3.33) with initial data q0 P H1,1pR2q. The putative solution qinv is
given by (3.5); note that qinvpz, 0; q0q “ q0 by Proposition 3.20. We will prove:
Theorem 3.21. The function (3.5) is the unique global solution of (3.1) for any q0 P
H1,1pR2q.
We begin with an important reduction.
Proposition 3.22. Suppose that, for each q0 P S pR2q, qinvpz, t; q0q solves the integral
equation (3.24). Then qinvpz, t; q0q solves (3.24) for any q0 P H1,1pR2q.
Proof. Observe that the map q0 ÞÑ qinvp ¨ , ¨ ; q0q is a continuous map fromH1,1pR2q
to Cpp0, T q;H1,1pR2qq for any T ą 0, and recall from Exercise 3.15 that H1,1pR2q is
continuously embedded in L4pR2q. It follows that r ÞÑ qinvp ¨ , t; rq is a continuous
map fromH1,1pR2q into the spaceX (see (3.25)) for any T ą 0.
Let q0 P H1,1pR2q and let tq0,nu be a sequence from S pR2q with q0,n Ñ q0 P
H1,1pR2q. Then qinvp ¨ , ¨ ; qnq Ñ qinvp ¨ , ¨ ; qq inX as nÑ8. The result now follows
from the fact that (3.24) takes the form q “ Φpqqwhere Φ is continuous on X . 
Given this reduction, it suffices to prove that qinvpz, t; q0q solves (3.24) for any
q0 P S pR2q. Recall that, by Sung’s work [39, 40, 41], the map S restricts to a
continuous map from S pR2q to itself, s “ Sq0 is also a Schwartz class function,
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and the function t ÞÑ qinvpz, t; q0q is continuously differentiable as a map from R
to S pR2q. It then suffices to show that qinvpz, t; q0q is a classical solution to (3.33).
In the remainder of this section, we will use the complete integrability of (3.33)
to prove this fact by showing that the solution pm1pz, t, q0q,m2pz, t, q0q of the Bk-
problem (3.40) generates a joint classical solution of the equations (3.35a)–(3.35d).
We will then show that, as a consequence, q is a classical solution of (3.33).
Consider the B-problem
(3.66)
$’’&’’%
`Bkm1˘ pz, k, tq “ e´kpzqspk, tqm2pz, k, tq,`Bkm2˘ pz, k, tq “ e´kpzqspk, tqm1pz, k, tq,
m1pz, ¨ , tq ´ 1, m2pz, ¨ , tq “ O `|k|´1˘
where
(3.67) spk, tq “ e2ipk2`k2qtspkq.
Note that the L4 condition on pm1,m2q is replaced by an asymptotic condition
since, for s P S pR2q, the solutions are bounded smooth functions and have com-
plete asymptotic expansions in k (see Exercise 3.1).
We will show that pm1,m2q is a joint solution of the equations (3.35a)–(3.35d)
where qpz, tq “ qinvpz, t; q0q and that, moreover,
lim
|k|Ñ8
m1pz, k, tq “ 1
for all pz, tq and m2pz, k, tq ‰ 0 for all pz, tq and some k P C. These facts, together
with the identity (1.30) from Exercise 1.9 can then be used to show that qpz, tq so
defined solves the DS II equation.
In analogy to the Riemann-Hilbert problem for defocussing NLS, we will base
our proof that the solutions of (3.66) furnish solutions of the Lax equations (3.35a)–
(3.35d) on a vanishing lemma, this time for the B-system. We state it in greater
generality than is needed here.
Lemma 3.23. Suppose that w1, w2 are solutions of the system#`Bkw1˘ pz, kq “ e´kspkqw2pz, kq,`Bkw2˘ pz, kq “ e´kspkqw1pz, kq
for s P L2 and w1, w2 P L4kpR2q. Then w1 “ w2 “ 0.
This lemma is an easy consequence of Theorem 3.8 if one considers the func-
tions w˘ “ w1 ˘ w2.
First, we’ll show that a solution of (3.66) also solves (3.35a)–(3.35b) with
m1p ¨ , kq ´ 1, m2p ¨ , kq P L4zpR2q
for each k. For notational convenience we suppress dependence on t.
Proposition 3.24. Suppose that m1pz, kq,m2pz, kq solve (3.36) for each z P C. Then
m1p ¨ , kq´ 1, m2p ¨ , kq P L4zpR2q for each k P C, and pm1,m2q solve (3.35a)–(3.35b) for
each z, where qpzq is defined by
(3.68) qpzq “ ´ i
pi
ż
ekpzqspkqm1pz, kq dk.
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Proof. Differentiating (3.36) we compute (see Exercise 3.18)
(3.69)
#
Bk
`Bzm1˘ “ e´ks pBz ` ikqm2
Bk
`pBz ` ikqm2˘ “ e´ks Bzm1
(the pointwise differentiation makes sense because, for s P S pR2q, the functions
m1 andm2 are smooth functions of both variables). From the large-k asymptotics
ofm1, we see that Bzm1 “ O
`|k|´1˘, so that Bzm1 P L4pR2q. On the other hand,
pBz ` ikqm2 ´ cpzq P L4kpR2q
where
cpzq “ lim
|k|Ñ8
ikm2pz, kq “ i
pi
ż
e´kpzqspkqm1pz, kq dk
Making a subtraction in (3.69) we have
(3.70)
# Bkw1 “ e´kspkqw2
Bkw2 “ e´kspkqw1
where
w1 “ Bzm1 ´ cpzqm2, w2 “ pBz ` ikqm2 ´ cpzqm1
(see Exercise 3.18). We can now apply Lemma 3.23 to conclude that m1 and m2
satisfy (3.35a)–(3.35b) with q as defined in (3.68). 
Remark 3.25. Since q P S pR2q, it follows that m1 and m2 have complete large-z
asymptotic expansions for each fixed k.
Next, we show that m1 and m2 satisfy (3.35c)–(3.35d) by a similar technique,
now tracking the dependence ofm1 andm2 on time.
Proposition 3.26. Suppose that m1pz, k, tq and m2pz, k, tq solve (3.66). Then m1 and
m2 solve (3.35c)–(3.35d)where q is defined by (3.68) and g is given by g “ ´4B´1z
`Bz|q|2˘.
Proof. At top order the Lax equations (3.35c)–(3.35d) (taking ε “ `1 here and in
what follows) imply that
v1 :“
`Bt ´ 2iB2z ` 4kBz˘m1 „ 0, v2 :“ `Bt ` 2iB2z ´ 2ik2˘m2 „ 0
where the corrections vanish as |z| Ñ 8. Motivated by this observation, we dif-
ferentiate (3.66) and compute
Bkv1 “ eitϕsv2(3.71)
Bkv2 “ eitϕsv1(3.72)
(see Exercise 3.19) where ϕ is given by (3.41). If v1 and v2 were decreasing at
infinity as functions of k, Lemma 3.23 would allow us to conclude that v1 “ v2 “ 0.
This is not the case since k2m2 is of order k as k Ñ 8 and 4kBzm1 is of order
1 as k Ñ 8. For this reason we must make a subtraction using the asymptotic
expansions of m1 and m2 which will lead to the remaining, lower-order terms in
(3.35c)–(3.35d). From Exercise 3.9, we have
m1pz, kq “ 1´ iB
´1
z
`|q|2˘
k
`O `k´1˘(3.73)
m2pz, kq “ ´iq
k
` ´qB
´1
z
`|q|2˘` Bzq
k2
`O `k´3˘(3.74)
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so that
v1 “ ´4iBzB´1z
`|q|2˘`O `k´1˘ ,(3.75)
v2 “ ´2qk ´ 2i
`´qB´1z `|q|2˘` Bzq˘`O `k´1˘ .(3.76)
Thus if
w1 “ v1 ´ 2ipBzqqm2 ` 2iqBzm2 ´ igm1,(3.77)
w2 “ v2 ` 2ipBzqqm1 ´ 2iqpBz ` ikqm1 ` igm2,(3.78)
it follows from the asymptotic expansions (3.73)–(3.74) and (3.75)–(3.76) that w1 “
O
`
k´1
˘
and w2 “ O
`
k´1
˘
(see Exercise 3.20), while a straightforward computa-
tion (Exercise 3.21) shows that
(3.79)
# Bkw1 “ eitϕsw2
Bkw2 “ eitϕsw1
We can now use Lemma 3.23 to conclude that w1 “ w2 “ 0 and (3.35c)–(3.35d)
hold. 
Proof of Theorem 3.21. It follows from Proposition 3.20 that qinvpz, 0; q0q “ q0pzq, so
it suffices to show that qinv is a classical solution of (3.1). By Proposition 3.22 it
suffices to prove that this is the case for q0 P S pR2q. By Propositions 3.24–3.26,
the functions m1 and m2 solve (3.35a)–(3.35d). If we now set ψ1 “ eipkz´k2tqm1
and ψ2 “ eipkz´k2tqm2, it will follow from the computations in Exercise 1.9 that
(1.30) holds with q “ qinv provided we can show that ψ1 and ψ2 satisfy conditions
(i)–(iii) given there.
Conditions (i) and (ii) are proved in Proposition 3.24. Condition (iii) is equiva-
lent to the statement that, for each pt, zq, m2pz, k, tq ‰ 0 for at least one k. If not, it
follows from Lemma 3.19 that Bkm1pz, kq ” 0 som1pz, k, tq ” 1 andm2pz, k, tq ” 0
for this fixed pz, tq and all k. It then follows from the Bk equation for m2 that
spk, tq ” 0 for this fixed t. But then, since s evolves linearly, we get spk, tq ” 0,
hence qpz, tq ” 0 by the invertibility of S. Hence, m2pz, k, tq ‰ 0 for some k, and
conditions (i)–(iii) hold. 
3.6. L2 Global Well-Posedness and Scattering: The Work of Nachman, Regev,
and Tataru. In this section we discuss briefly the results of Nachman, Regev, and
Tataru [36]. Their first result is a remarkable strengthening of Theorem 3.7.
Theorem 3.27. [36, Theorem 1.2] The scattering transform S is a diffeomorphism from
L2pR2q onto itself with S´1 “ S. Moreover, }Sq}L2 “ }q}L2 , and the pointwise bound
(3.80) |pSqq pkq| ď C p}q}L2qMpqpkq
holds.
Theorem 3.27 rests on the following resolvent estimate which is proven us-
ing concentration compactness methods. Denote by 9H1{2pR2q the homogeneous
Sobolev space of order 1{2, which embeds continuously into L4pR2q, and denote
by 9H´1{2pR2q its topological dual. The authors consider the model equation
Lqu “ f, Lqu “ Bzu` qu
(compare (3.49)) for u P 9H1{2pR2q, where f P 9H´1{2pR2q.
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Theorem 3.28. [36, Theorem 1.1] The estimate››L´1q ›› 9H´1{2pR2qÑH1{2pR2q ď C p}q}L2q
where tÑ Cptq is an increasing, locally bounded function on r0,8q.
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.27, we have:
Theorem 3.29. [36, Theorem 1.4] For any Cauchy data a0 P L2pR2q, the defocussing
DS II equation has a unique global solution in CpR, L2pR2q X L4pR2 ˆ Rq.
The authors’ Theorem 1.4 also includes stability estimates, pointwise bounds,
and a global bound on the L4 norm of the solution in space and time.
The pointwise bound (3.80) plays a crucial role in the authors’ analysis of scat-
tering for the DS II equation. Applied to the solution qinvpz, tq given by (1.23) it
implies that
|qinvpz, tq| À C p}Sq0}L2qMqlinpz, tq
where
qlinpz, tq “ Fa
´
eitpp ¨ q2`p ¨ q2qpSq0q
¯
pzq.
which is exactly the solution to the linear problem (3.22) with initial data
v0 “ pFa ˝ Sq pq0q.
Since the maximal function is bounded between Lp-spaces for p P p1,8q, this im-
plies immediately that Lp estimates in space or mixed Lp ´ Lq estimates in space
and time which hold for the linear problem, automatically hold for the nonlin-
ear problem for q0 on bounded subsets of L2pR2q. In particular, it follows that
q P L4pR2 ˆ Rq.
Using these estimates, Nachman, Regev and Tataru show that all solutions scat-
ter in L2pR2q and that, indeed the scattering is trivial in the sense that past and
future asymptotics are equal. Denote by Uptq the nonlinear evolution
Uptqfpzq “ S´1
´
eitpp ¨ q2`p ¨ q2q pSfq
¯
pzq.
and by V ptq the linear evolution
V ptqfpzq “ F´1a
´
eitpp ¨ q2`p ¨ q2q pFafq
¯
pzq.
In scattering theory we seek initial data v˘ for the linear equation so that
lim
tÑ˘8
}Uptqq0 ´ V ptqv˘}L2 “ 0
as vectors in L2pR2q. Formally we have
v˘ptq “ lim
tÑ˘8
V p´tqUptqq0
if the limit exists. The limiting maps, if they exist, are the nonlinear wave operators
W˘.
To show the convergence, it suffices to show that
d
dt
V p´tqUptqq0 “ V p´tqNpqptqq
is integrable as an L2-valued function of t, where Npqq “ qpg ` gq is the nonlinear
term in the DS II equation. Since qpz, tq P L4pR2 ˆ R2q, it follows that Npqptqq P
L4{3pR2 ˆ R2q, since the Beurling operator B´1B is bounded from Lp to itself for
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any p P p1,8q. From the Strichartz estimate (3.29), it follows that V p´tqNpqptqq is
integrable as an L2-valued function of t, so that the asymptotes v˘ exist. Hence:
Theorem 3.30. [36, Lemma 5.5] The nonlinear wave operatorsW˘ exist and are Lips-
chitz continuous maps on L2pR2q.
It can be shown that v` “ v´ so that the scattering is trivial.
Exercises for Lecture 3.
Exercise 3.1. Using integration by parts, show that for any f P C80 pR2q,
1
pi
ż
1
z ´ w pBwfq pwq dw “ fpzq.
Hint: Develop aGreen’s formula for the B operator analogous to the corresponding
formula for the Laplacian, and use the fact thatż
1
z ´ wfpwq dw “ limεÓ0
ż
R2zBpz,εq
1
z ´ wfpwq dw.
Exercise 3.2. Suppose that f is a measurable function with
ş |x|N |fpxq| dx ă 8 for
all nonnegative integers N . Show that upzq “ `B´1z f˘ pzq has a large-z asymptotic
expansion of the form
upzq „
ÿ
jě1
aj
zj
and give an explicit remainder estimate for u´řNj“1 ajz´j .
Remark. The equation Bzu “ f P S pR2q implies that u is ‘almost’ analytic near
infinity; the expansion above shows that f ‘almost’ has a Taylor series near the
point at infinity.
Exercise 3.3. Prove (3.10) by writingż
1
z ´ wfpzq dz “
˜ż
|z´w|ď1
`
ż
|z´w|ą1
¸
1
z ´ wfpwq dw
and using Ho¨lder’s inequality.
Exercise 3.4. (proof suggested by Adrian Nachman) The purpose of this exercise
is to prove Theorem 2.3 of [36], which asserts the following. For 0 ă α ă n and
f P LppRnq, 1 ă p ď 2, the estimate
(3.81)
ˇˇ|D|´αfpxqˇˇ À ´λn´αM pfp0q ` λαMfp0q¯ .
holds for any λ ą 0, where |D|´α is the Fourier multiplier with symbol |ξ|´α.
(a) Prove that `|D|´αf˘ pxq “ cα ż 8
0
tα´1 pPt ˚ fq pxq dx.
(b) Prove estimate (3.81) by splitting
ż 8
0
“
˜ż λ
0
`
ż 8
λ
¸
and mimicking the
proof of Theorem 3.4.
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(c) Optimize in λ to show thatˇˇ`|D|´αf˘ pxqˇˇ À ´M pfp0q¯α{n pMfpxqq1´α{n .
Exercise 3.5 (Duhamel’s formula). Suppose that f P S pR2q and F P CpR;S pR2qq.
Show that the initial value problem
ivt ` 2pB2z ` B2zqv “ F, vp0q “ f
is solved by v P CpR;S pR2qq given by
vptq “ V ptqf ´ i
ż t
0
V pt´ sqF psq ds.
Exercise 3.6. The purpose of this exercise is to prove the basic dispersive estimate
(3.30). In this exercise we define
pfpξ1, ξ2q “ ż fpx1, x2qe´ipξ1x1`ξ2x2q dx1 dx2
so that the inverse Fourier transform is
qgpx1, x2q “ 1p2piq2
ż
gpξ1, ξ2qeipξ1x1`ξ2x2q dξ1 dξ2.
(a) Let hpξq “ 1
2
`
ξ22 ´ ξ21
˘
, and let
pfpξ1, ξ2q “ ż
R2
e´ix¨ξfpxq dx
be the usual (unitary) Fourier transform on L2pR2q. Show that, if f P
S pR2q, then the unique solution to (3.22) with vpx, 0q “ fpxq is given by
vpx, tq “ 1p2piq2
ż
eix¨ξeithpξq pfpξq dξ
(b) Compute the distribution Fourier transform of eithpξq using the result of
Exercise 1.3 and separation of variables.
(c) Conclude that
vpx, tq “
ż
Kpt, x´ yqfpyq dy
where
|Kpt, xq| À t´1.
Exercise 3.7. The purpose of this exercise is to prove the Strichartz estimate (3.28).
(a) Using the dispersive estimate }V ptqf}L8 À t´1 }f}L1 , the trivial estimate
}V ptqpfq}L2 , and real interpolation, prove that for any p ą 2,
}V ptqf}Lp À p t2{p´1 }f}Lp1 .
(b) Regarding
ż 8
´8
V pt ´ sqgpsq ds as a joint convolution in s, z, use part (a)
with p “ 4 and the Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev inequality (3.6) with n “ 1
and α “ 1{2 to prove (3.28).
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Exercise 3.8. The purpose of this exercise is to find the correct normalization for
time-dependent joint solutions of (3.31a)–(3.32b). Suppose that
Ψ1pz, k, tq “ m1pz, k, tqeikz, Ψ2pz, k, tq “ m2pz, k, tqeikz
solves (3.31a)–(3.31b) with`
m1pz, k, tq,m2pz, k, tq˘Ñ p1, 0q as |z| Ñ 8.
Let
ψ1pz, k, tq “ C1pk, tqΨ1pz, k, tq, ψ2pz, k, tq “ C2pk, tqΨ2pz, k, tq
be a joint solution of (3.31a)–(3.32b). Assuming that
Bm1pz, k, tq{Bt, Bm2pz, k, tq{BtÑ 0 as |z| Ñ 8
and that qpz, tq, gpz, tq Ñ 0 as |z| Ñ 8, show that C1pk, tq “ C2pk, tq “ e´2ik2t.
Exercise 3.9. Suppose that the solutionsm1 andm2 of (3.35a)-(3.35b) admit (differ-
entiable) asymptotic expansions of the form
m1pz, k, tq „ 1`
ÿ
jě1
αjpz, tq
kj
,
m2pz, k, tq „
ÿ
jě1
βjpz, tq
kj
for each pz, tq. Use (3.35a)–(3.35b) to show that
iβ1pz, tq “ εqpz, tq,
pBzαjq pz, tq “ qpz, tqβjpz, tq,
pBzβjq pz, tq ` iβj`1pz, tq “ εqpz, tqαjpz, tq
and compute β1, α1, and β2.
Exercise 3.10. The conjugate Solid Cauchy transform is the integral operator`B´1z f˘ pzq “ 1pi
ż
1
z ´ ζ fpζq dζ
and is a solution operator for the equation Bu “ f . Suppose that q P S pR2q and
that equations (3.42) admit bounded solutions m1,m2. Show that, in the large-z
asymptotic expansion (3.37), the function spkq is given by (3.43). Hint: Remember
the identity (3.46).
Exercise 3.11. The unitary normalization for the Fourier transform on R2 is given
by
pF0fqpξq “ 1
2pi
ż
R2
e´ix¨ξfpxq dx
so that `
F´10 g
˘ pxq “ 1
2pi
ż
R2
eix¨ξgpξq dξ.
With this normalization, F0 is a unitary map from L2pR2q to itself. Show that if
k “ k1 ` ik2,
pFafq pkq “ 2
`
F0f
˘ p2k1,´2k2q
so that Fa is also an isometry of L
2pR2q. Show also that F´1a “ Fa.
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Exercise 3.12. Show that, given q P L2pR2q and any ε ą 0, we may write
q “ qn ` qs
where qn is a smooth function of compact support, and }qs}L2 ă ε. Hint: mollify q
and truncate to a large ball using a smooth cutoff function.
Exercise 3.13. Prove (3.51) for f P C80 pR2q using the result of Exercise 3.1 and the
identity
pikqBzpekqpzq “ ekpzq.
By a density argument and (3.9), show that the same identity holds true as func-
tions in LppR2q provided f P LppR2q X L2p{pp`2qpR2q and Bzf P L2p{p2p`2qpR2q.
Exercise 3.14. Denote by L2,1pR2q the space of measurable complex-valued func-
tions with
}f}L2,1 :“
ˆż
p1` |x|2q|fpxq|2 dx
˙1{2
ă 8.
Show that for any f P L2,1pR2q and any p P p1, 2s, }f}Lp À }f}L2,1 .
Exercise 3.15. Show that for any f P H1pR2q and any p P r2,8q, }f}Lp À p }f}H1 .
Hint: By the Hausdorff-Young inequality, it suffices to show that }f}Lp Àp }f}L2,1
for p P p1, 2s (why?). Then, use the result of Exercise 3.14.
Exercise 3.16. Using Theorem 3.2, show that H1,1pR2q is compactly embedded in
L2pR2q. That is, show that bounded subsets ofH1,1pR2q are identified with subsets
of L2pR2q having compact closure.
Exercise 3.17. Show that the map q ÞÑ q B´1z pekqq is Lipschitz continuous from
L2pR2q into L4pR2k, L4{3pR2zqq. Hint: Use (3.18), bilinearity in q, and Ho¨lder’s in-
equality.
Exercise 3.18. Using the commutation relation
Bze´k “ e´k
`Bz ´ ik˘
show that (3.69) and (3.70) hold.
Exercise 3.19. Recall that
ϕpz, k, tq “ 2
´
k2 ` k2
¯
t` kz ` kz
t
.
Using the commutation relations
Bzeitϕ “ eitϕ pBz ´ ikq , Bzeitϕ “ eitϕ
`Bz ´ ik˘ ,
Bteitϕ “ eitϕ
´
Bt ` 2ipk2 ` k2q
¯
,
derive (3.71)–(3.72) from the Bk equations (3.66) and the time evolution (3.67).
Exercise 3.20. Use the asymptotic expansions (3.73)–(3.74) to show that w1 and w2
as defined in (3.77)–(3.78) are of order k´1 as k Ñ8.
Exercise 3.21. Show that (3.79) holds using (3.71)–(3.72) and the fact that (3.66)
holds. Note that e´kspk, tq “ eitϕs.
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